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PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 1. 1906:
SOCIETY WEDDING I MRS. EDDY 'FIRST GRIDIRON
Converses With Reporter and SeellIS
EVENT OF SEASON in Good Health.
Concord N. H.. Nov. 1.—A repre-
sentative of the press who interview-
led Mrs. Mary Baker G. EJdy, headMiss Ruble Corbett and Mr. of the Christian Science church ten
C.
W. Tit pson united. years ago, went to Pleasant View,
Mrs. Eddy's home, today, and was
granted another interview, Although
Mrs. Eddy shows her advanced age
Solemnized In Fleet einrietien tliureh in some respects, her voice today le
in Presence of Fashionable was clear and strong and she gave
Audience. no evidence of decrepitude or of any
weakness not to be expected of a
woman in her eighty-sixth year.
MOST IMPRIPIRSIVE M.:HIMONT.
A wedding notable as a *octal
event and beautiful In its solemnise-
tiou was tbat of Miss Ruble Cortett
and Mr. Charles William Thompson
last evening at the Find Christian
church. A large and fashionable au-
dience witnessed the event and added
to the brilliancy of the scene.
The church was most effectively
decorated. A c.urtaln of smilax over
welts formed the background for the
bridal party and the chancel was
banked with palms and ferns. The
choir rail was intertwined with
smilax and palms and ferns were
graoefully arranged.
The bridal processional down the
central ais'a• was as fololene Mr.
Charles An:0U and Mr. Arthur Y.
Martin; Miss Paullee Purcell. of Les-
ingtoe; Dr. Charles Lightfoot and
Mr. Richard Rudy: Miss Jeanette
Campbell: lite Nolan VanCulin and
Mr. Douglas Nash; Miss Mary Belle
Taylor, of Frankfort; Mr. Louis
(Rieke, Jr., and Mr. Wallace Wei!:
Miss tilsebeth Sinnott; Dr. J. Q.
Taylor. Little Misses Hannah Cor-
bett and Lucie OverbY Preceded Mrs. 
HenryRudy, the matron of honor,
who was followed by Him Faith
Langstaff. the maid of honor. The
effect at the chance,. wee very pretty
with the matron aid'rnehtle Inside the
railed altar and the men grouped he-
low it. The bride entered with her
brother, Mr. Jacob Corbett.. of Wiek-
lige, and was met at the chancel by
the groom and his best man, Mr.
Horace W Shinn Rev, W. E. Cave.
D. D., Proaounced Litt oarainnas Teri
impressively Mr. Owen Tuley was
a, um organ, rendering Lobenitrin
for Use processional and the Mendel-
ssohn wedding march as the reces-
sional. A musical program was
played throughout the ceremony.
The bride looked especially beau-
tiful in an exquisite princess gown
of white messaline satin, encrusted
with pompadour lace. She wore the
bridal veil caught with 111410. of the
ralley, and carried a shower bouquet
of bride's roses and Mlles of the val-
ley.
The maid of honor wore a most ar-
tistic creation of white imported chif-
fon bordered with American beauty
rose; on the skirt. the waist beteg
also a charming effect in the rose de-
sign.
The matron of honor, a bride of
last springewore her handeome wed-
ding dress of white satin and point
late.
The bridesmaids were very lovely
In white crepe de chine embroidered
it pink rose buds. They carried
pink chrysaatheniume and wore an
aigrette of pink ostrich tips in their
hair.
The flower girls wore Pretty lin-
gerie frocks over pink sill" slime
They carried baskets of roses sad
scattered the rose leaven before the
bride.
A reception from 934i to 12 o'clock-
at the home Of Mr. and Mrs. Hal B.
Corbett on North Eighth street foil
lowed the church ceremony. The
house was an attractive bower of
green and white with artietic blend-
ing. of the wedding color, pink.
Southern smilax was gracefully
festooved on the walls, about the
chandeliers and intermingled with
white crytanthemums twined the
stairway railing, while many candela-
bra with pink shaded candles gave a
Pretty effect. In the reception hall
and parlor Mr. and Mee Corbett sod
the bridal party received and were as-
sisted by Mrs. Rebecca H. Corbett,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Corbett, of Wick-
liffe, Mr. and Mee. T. C. Leech, Mr.
and Mrs. Armour Gerdner, Mrs. Emily
Marshall, of Missoula; Miss AAISII
Marshall. of Missoula: Mrs. Arthur
Crary, Chicago; MPS. W.W.Richmoad
of Clinton; Miss Hallie Richmond.
of Clinton; Miss Virginia Kinney, of
New York; Miss Frances Wallace.
The punch bowl attractively erring
ed in the hall alcove was presided at
by Mrs. Victor Voris, who was no-
ticeably handsome in an Empire gown
of white teichew satin flowered le
American beauty roses and trimmed
In lace and two-toned velvet.
The brede's table In the dining
(Continued On Page Two.)
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FIRST CONVICTION
FOR ILLF.GALIX SHOOTING GAME
THIS FALL.
Game Warden T. J. Moore Asreses
Boy With Deed Rabbit and
Buy Confesses.
Henry Rottgering, youngeet son of
H. W. Rottgering, the retired dairy-
maa of Rowlandtown confessed to
violating the game law and was fined
$5 and costs by Magistrate Charles
W. Erntnery >esterday afternoon
Merles Barber was Rottgering's
companion, and a warrant has been
issued against him . He lives in Illi-
nois. Because of many birds, par-
ticularly young quail, being shot out
of season, sportsmen prevailed upon
County Judge R T. Lightfoot to ap-
point a game warden. Detective T
J. Moore was appointed and last Sun- •
day found Rottgering and Barber
with gun and dog and a dead rabbit.
It Is the first conviction since the
warden began his work.
DEMAND REFUSED
UP TO LOCX)MOTIV le ENGINEERS
IN PANAMA.
ilwitchner Will Arbitrate on Basic
of Ten-Hour Day—Will Be No
Strike.
Panama, Nov. I.—The locomotive
engineers' demand for an increase of
$45 • month making their pay $2.2n
a month, has been refused. It la
said the engineers' committee was
informally offered $20) a month,
provided the agreement was made for
a year. Thie was refused. There
has been talk of a strike and the
government has kept in its employ
reserve of native and Jamaican ea-
gineers, who receive $45 a month.
No Strike of Switchmen.
St. Paul, Nov. 1 --Word was re-
ceived today by the switchmen's com-
mittee at a meeting here, from the
Grand Lodge of Switchmen, in ses-
sion in Chicago. to abandon the de-
mand for an eight-hour day in the
negotiations pending with the rail-
roads centering In St. Paul, and to
reope a new conference on the basis
of 10 hours a day with a maximum of
twelve hours. The committee trays
there will be no strike and an amic-
able agreement will be reached.
INZURF.D IRV CATFISH.
Au Aged Fulton County Man Dies of
Blood Poleoning.
BATTLE TOMORROW
High School and R. L. C's.
Meet For Championship.
Is Expected That Wallace Park
Grand Stand Will Ile Full to
Witness the Striergle.
LINEUPS OF OPPOSING ELEA-ENE;
Tomorrow the first battle on the
gridiron between local teams will
take place, and a great deal of inter-
est is taken in the result. The op-
posing teams are the High school,
Felix St. John captain, and the R.
L. C. team, John Brooks captain.
The game will be played at Wal-
lace park grounds in the afternoon.
Members of the teems have been
selling tickets, and the attendance
will doubtless be large. The best
football players in the city ate match
ed against eich other, but- the latter
team probably outweighs the High
school boys.
The lineup for the high school
team sill be: Bagby, Lutteaberger.
Scott, Burton Cave, Elliott, Cheek,
Haley, St. John, Janes, Fisher, Hart
and Randle.
For the R L. C.'s the line-up will
be: Hayes. Wickliffe, Coburn. Katter-
John. Owen, Stanley, Hughes, Beyer,
Martin, Cope, Hennebereer, Monte,
Lack, eengleton.
RESIDENTS BUSY
CLEANING UP AFTER HALLOW-
E'EN PRANKS OF BOYS.
Gates and Every Mearahle Article
Found on Premise, cnange
Place*.
Hallowe'en has passed leaving be- '
hind it the characteristic evidence of
Its coming. The small boy's love for
a joke has been satisfied to the re-
gret- of many citizens and taxpayers.
and evidence of their operations last
night could be seen in every portion
of the city.
Great piles of ashes in some por-
tions of the city mark the plate
where gates were burned. Residents
were out bright and tarty today look
!nig for lost property, generally rites.,
Some found them hanging 20 feet
up on telegraph poles, others found
theirs in neighbors' yards, in gutters.!
l and some were unable to locate their
property.
The steps of the Lee school house
on Fourth and Ohio streets were re-
moved to the middle of the yard,and
great atones at Fourth and Ohio
streets, weighing 200 pounds each, 1
Were piled in the street. They were
taken from a vacant lot.
Door bells were rung and broken,
bricks hang on doors, and many
kept awake until early morning by
the crowd, of boys playing their an-
nual Hallowe'en 'joke.'
_
'Texas Bride Commits Suicide.
Houston. Tex.. Nov. 1.— Mrs.
James Chestnut. recently married,
shot and killed herself at her home
In Houston Heights early today. She
was 29 years of age. No cause it
known for the suicide.
Hickman-Hr.-, *
Henderson died this morning after
long illness of blood poison. Over
four years ago be was injured by a
catfish, and blood poison then set in.
He has had many hard spells since
that time but has been considered
very well for the past year, until a
few weeks ago, and has been a reel-
dent of this immediate vicesity for
fifty years. He was known all over
the county.
Stisadard Loses Oil.
Jersey City, Nov. le—Two ware-
houses of the Standard Oil company
were destroyed by fire today. They
were filled with barreled oil ready
for shipment to foreign countries.
The loss le estimated at $100.040.
It le the daily average chew-
bitten of a newspaper that the
shrewd advertiser Investigates—
High Water" days don't roent.
The fennel daily average But
mouth was 13980.
HALLOWE'EN
PRANKS RESULT IN SHOOTING
THROUGH GletSti
Her Head Was Thrust but !She
Seeinee Injury.
.Mise Alma Hill, of Fourth and Clay
streets narrowly fee:aped being seri-
ously Injured teat evening while at-
tending a dance seen by Miss Ger-
trude Fisher. of Sixth anti Adams
streets. Miss Hill was eseted in a
chair and accidenta3y tipped back-
ward. She was unable to glen her
equilibrium, and struck her head
against the glees front of a book
case. Her head west through the
glass but she miraculously escaped
being cut, although she suffered a
shock from the fall.
ELECTION ISSUES
WILL BE ARGUED
Eloquent Speakers At The
City Hall Tonight.
Water Work,' Comm. and Park
Bond tsetse !Will Ils• Fully Et-
Mistimed Be Them.
leULL Dleirt-SeilION. IS INVITED
Two Democrats and two Republi-
cans will speak tonight at the city
hall on the bond Issue for parks, the
city water contract atd all the Issues
of the present nsanicipsi campaign.
l'he speakers Sr. Hon Hal S. Cor-
bett, Dr. D. 0 Martel president of
the board of park commissioners, and
Aldermen W. T. Miller and Earl
Palmer.
Thetas gentlemee, all in favor of
the projects, will be ready to share
their ern* with minim) who %glebes
to prevenk opposing views, and are
prepared to answer all questiona and
objections offered by their auditors.
The speakers will meet the ques-
tions fairly and equereiy. These are
issues in which the citizens are inter.
sated and on which they must vote
Ibis fall. This thilleteag affords an
qpportunity for all who eleel,•e to de
so to get erst-leand information en
the subiects.
The speaking takes place at P
o'clock tonight at the city hall.
Tomorrow night at the same hour
the same speakers will address the
citizens at the court house on the
same subjects, and the same invita-
tion for discussion or questioning is
extended.
At the market house Saturday
night, under the auspices of the board
of park commissioners, there will be
a large number of speakers to Mentos
tee Issues. including Hon. Hal S.
eorhett.
TURKEYS
REMOVE STOMACH
OF MRS. BUD ELROD
Physicians Will Analyze Its
Contents This Week.
Her Chlkiren Have Her Body Ex-
humed and Demand an Inquest
Into tier Dealt'.
WILL LEARN IN A FEW DAYS
The body of Mrs. G. W. (Bud)
Elrod yesterday afternoon was ex-
humed at the family burial grouna
near Massac, and,, the stomach re-
moved from the body for analysis.
The result Is not yet known, but will
be reported to the coroner when the
analyst* is complete. He will then
hold an inquest.
The body was exhumed in the
presence of Corone • Frank Eaker. It
was done at tho request of the chil-
dren of the deceesed who desired to
learn definitely -.hat caused her
death, Mrs. rest expired sudden': •
resisting the efforts on tie part of
Dr. G. A. Hamlet to revive her.
Coroner Esker siatel that the
stonenh was remieed by Drs. L. Ed-
win Young, coulee- pieslelan: G. L.
Shelton, of Lone Oak, and 0. A.
Haneet. of Mass'. • er. II. A. Smith
is analyzing the con's ma and will
finish this week, ae Masks.
The boly was belie.' again after
the physicians ssseiel tile a omach
TWO SYNODS
MELTING AT Seen.: TIME IN HOP-
KINSVILLE.
Both Claim to Re Authentic Bodies
of Cumberland Prise's-tertian
Church.
Hopkieeville, Ky., Nov. 1.—WIth
nearly 300 delegates present from
every Point of the state, the two Ken-
. icky Fresh) feria n se-nods, each
Liming to be the authentic succes-
sor of the Cumberland Presbyterian
synod, which met last year at Green-
ville, Ky , settled down to business
today. Kentucky synod A. elected
Rev. W. P. Thurston, of Owenemro,
moderator. and T. C. Williams, of
Louisville, stated clerk. The Cum-
berland Presbyterian synod elected
the Rev. J. T. Barber, of Owensboro,
moderator, and E. B. Ewen, of Sacra-
mento, stated clerk.
An interesting ceremony connect-
ed with "loyalist' meeting was the
unveiling of a miniature representa-
tion of the cabin in which the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church was or
THREE cENTS LOWER 13111*°d• in 1810, In Diesel eotietY.
THAN THIS TIME LAST YEAR. Tennessee, while the congregation
sang "The Old Log Cabin is flood
Enough for Mc" to the tune of "The
Old Time Religion." The delegate
're about equally divided as to allele
tios .
•
Herds Are Plenty and Many Will
Eat Them, Who Have Been
Contented With Lens.
Thanksgiving dinner this year_
will have turkey on Ins menu for
many more familIes than last
At present,-- I..Mr Item
two to three cents cheaper than
last year, a pound, and the indica;
ons are that the market will bee 
Bishop Galloway UL
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. L—Private
advice. from Jackson, Miss., stated
yesterday that feshop C. B. Galloway
of the M. E. church, South, was
.11.rkkaa With COuge-sticill of the brain
f at, his home there and that his eon-
irlition is precarious. Later reports
!are that he is better.
un..\\
10 CENTS PER WEEK
PRESIDENT WILLI GO TO FARM.
',eater Washington Today for Short
Rest in ilrginia.
Wash.ngton, Nov. 1.—President
Roosevelt, having completed the
preparation of his annual message to
congress so far as its general feat-
ures are concerned, has decided to
slip away from Washington for a
few days' rest and recreation upon
the small farm that Mrs. Roosevelt
purchased in Virgiala and which is
known as "Pine Knot." He will re-
turn to Washington In time to de-
part for Oyster Bay, where be will
vast he vote Tuesday.
MAYOR LANG
SAYS PADI• • • tit NEEDS PARKS
AND Is lent THEM.
He Tried to E•Astilish a Park System
During His Incumbene•y as
slayer.
"You can say I ant for the parks.
heart and soul, and pocketbook,"
,aid former Mayor Lang today.
"Paducah needs parks, and I am
an original park MA, When 1 was
moor, I tried to get parks for the
city, but if You remember we ti.d not
hare any money for that purpose in
thus* day-, so we could not have
time Now, thatagn can get them by
the bond issue, we should have
them."
Paducah's only park :s named for
the former mayor, Lang park ea
Fountain avenue, and the park com-
missioners have just adapted plans
for the expenditure of about $2,0e0
to improve It.
SEWER'S COST
PROBABLY WILL BE DISTRIBUT-
ED THR(VUGHOUT DISTRICT.
Genera/ Council Sleets in Joint tire-
seen to li,cide On Basis for
lissestimeut.
Whether the test of the sewer in
the nee districts will be assessed on
abutting property owners by the
front foot or be distributed pro rata
OCTOBER REPORTS
OF DEPARTMENTS
Show What Has Been Done
During Month Just Ended
All City and County Officers And In.
• *filiation. Sr.' in Good Coo.
*lotion,
POLICE AND FIRE RECORDS.
The financial condition of the city
for this time of the year, according
to the report of City Treasurer Do-
lan for the month of October, is ex-
•ell -ett. The report follows:
Cash, Oct. 1 $52,468.49
Collections 8,231.67
Total debit $60.700.16
Disbursements  21,034.68
Balance, Oct 31  $39,666.58
Police Report.
The police report for November
- hews comparatively few arrests
made, the total 'being 119. The list
Mows: Trespass, I. broads of
peace, 14, house breaking, 2; die-
tederly conduct and drunk and di'-
orderly, 37; drunkenness. 13, petit
larceny, 2; breach of ordinance. 10;
concealed erealeins. 1; auspeet. I;
etbbery, I; grand larceny, 2; con-
sealing stolen property. 1; furnish-
e.g liquor to !Senora, 1.1; obtaining
property by false pretenses.malicious
cueing and malicious shooting, 1
each, meerlous assault, 3; immoral-
ity. 2; obtaining money by false pre-
tenses. 4. suffering minors to play
billiards and pool, 2.
Many Fires Reported.
October was a month of fires, a to-
tal of 22 runs being made by the de-
pertinent The biggest oo:
were at the Want of the I .
neer and Lumber company in Me-
chautusburg. The damage in each of
the two fire* at the plant Is estimated
at $3,004) and the total loos in all
6.-es for the month $7,040.
Railroads Have Geed Inuasseas.
Tlie railroad:, report a good busi-
ness in Oituber, The coal move-
ment has been especially rushing,
andethe company has been eatable to
lisndle all the coal put net by the
nilnee throughout the district Isuperecial The ticket, baggage and
area plan) will be decided at a meet-
exeene7lriaeni
tf.reight business is reported
Mg of the joint boards of 'the general
council tonight. Mayor Teeter called
the meeting for the purpose of hear-
ing the cretengineer's report of the
est:need cost per superfielal foot
The old plan was to asse-a according
o the front foot, but the new law, it
is believed, has changed ibis. The
cost by superficial area will be so dis-
tributed as to be hut a slight burden
on property owners.
E MI. NORTON
Becomes Local Agent for Southern
Express.
- • --
Mr. H. Earl Norton la today agent
for the Southern Express company
beret. succeeding G. H. Efinger, who
has been exeresa runner between
Hietenan and Nashvilleeon the Main
le of the Illinois Central. Mr. Nor-
ton worked In the office several years
seerral mouths ago resigned and
went with the N., C. & St. I. in the
-tesiteleetendent's -office. He was of-
Amer all through the Reason. More
turkeys were raised Ms year than
last and in the entire fowl market
the tendency is toward a lower range
of prices
AND BIG F ,LIFE CUT SHORT AT 1013 YEARSIRE.
Man Who Never Had Been Ill Killen
by Being Kicked by Horse.
Academy and Public School Burned •
at Ameraaa. W. va.—bass Newark, 0.. Noe 1.--Michael
Will Be 11170,o0o. Burke, who never in the 100 years
I of hls life hail been ill, died today
I an the result of being kicked by a
horse. Burke was vigorous and had
Wooster, 0., Nov. I.—George
Harvey, angered by boys destroying
his property, while Hallowe'ening
last night, fired two shots from a
revolver into the crowd. Riley Man- of the Real Estate Trust
gus, 14 years old, was seriously were opened this .morning and the'
'institution, which sumeended August
.25, resumed its place among the big
of the infirmities of old age.
wounded.
Buildings Burned.
Alderson, W. Va., Nov. 1—Alder-
son Academy and a public setteei
building were destroyed by fire teat
night, supposed to be caused by
Ffelloseei-en marauders. The loss is
estimated at $70,000.
none
Real Estate 'Irma Co.
Philadelphia, Nov. I.— The doors
company
Menke of the city.
Is anticipated. Every High school
Murphy Is Pessimistic. graduate ,may bring one visitor.
New York, Nov. 1.—Nsw York
TWO POETS
OF THE PEOPLE WILL BE SUB-
JEC'T AT ALUMNI.
S. A. Fowler Will Make Address oe
Tilley and Fields Tomorrow
Afternoon.
City for Hearst by from 80.004 to
1.00,000 is the prediction of Charles
F. -2eurphy, leader of Tammany Hell
today.
A literary program with Eugene
F.e.ds and James Whitcomb Riley
as the subjects has neen arranged
for the meeting of the Alumni ass0-
Melon Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock ,
in the High school auditorium. Mr.
S. A. Fowler will lecture on the bi-
ographies and styles of the two wri-
ters and a most instructive disconete
Of conies a women can't give her
correct au jrttell it Is impossible for
her to remember the day she was
born. 
.•
fered the agency of the company and
accepted. Mr. Elinger will resume
his run between Hickman and Nash-
ville.
Engine Men Killed.
Argenta, Ark.. Nov. 1.—An Iron
Mountain pafeenger train crashed
in.° a switch here. Fireman Wood-
ruff was pinioned under the engine
anti instantly killed. Engineer Green
was fatally injured. The passengers
wi re unhurt. 
111,
Thirty More Register.
Yesterday closed the registrations
ard the total number of voters who
took oath that they were Ill or ab-
sent from the city from some legiti-
mate cause, was 30.
WEATHER — Fair tonight
!Ind Faiday slowly rising tem-
perature. The highest temper-
net'.' reached yesterday was 33
and the loweet lode)* was 33.
weseeseseseeeeeeeeerseverweeseeetrie
S
Riverside.
Patients October 1, 17. City pa-
tient* received, 14; private. 27.
City patients treated. 21; privet/.
37.
C. 6.Itlypatients discharged. 17; telt-3!e
Births. 3; deaths, t•
Stamp Deputy's Report.
L. L. &about stamp deputy, reports
I!'. e biggest :tamp issue of the year
1 11e- collectod in October iii.5'35.-80.
r Increase over last month, and is-
e,ed stamps for 1,43e barrels of
•hisky.
Schools Flourishing.
The school month will not end un-
• : Monday but for the ealendar
f' -attendanceshows up ex-
, l.er':y The enrollment has been
re ised.
Building Permits.
CO> Engineer L. A. Watitington
.e l a total of 17 building permits
,, ne October. The prices range
lee to $3,000.
Cow Police Report.
lecurgus Rice, city tow police-
man, teports a total of 2$ arrests for
(Molter, 1G cows and 9 horses.
Marriage Licenses.
Marriage licenses were issued to
.33 white and 12 colored couples dar-
ling the month of October.
Burial Permits.
C ty Clerk Henry Salley issued
thieng October 42 tiunal permits, 31
Inlets and II colored.
Coroner Eaker's Report.
Coroner Frank Eaker had hot
ssven Inquests Iasi month, a very
•Iiiiet month.
Railroad Hospital.
Pet e, teber 1, 43. Admitted,
d schatrgod. CC, retualniug, 22
Tbe boa-constrictor, etteltheld. the
'naturalist, declares. testes like veal,
'Only Otter and sweeter.
Che Kentucky
BOTH PHONES n
FRIDAY NIGHT, Nov, 2
Jules Murry
SYLVIA LYNDEN
In Clyde Fiteh's (Ire eat
Play
HER OWN WAY
The Play That :11;cle -Maxitie
Elliott famous.
Phillip's Birthday Party. The
Greatest Childrens' Scene
Ever Presented Upon 1 Stage
l'ricess: WS, 3.3, 30, 73, $1 and $1.30
Seats on .41.• Tteureda) 9 a. m.
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
Leaves Cincinnati Octo-
ber 14 for Louisville, Evans
ville, Paducah, Memje
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena.
Viekeburg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Padueah Sat
urday, October 27tii.
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Both l'her• I ' •
$TUDENTI4 NOT
--
eeriously Wound : Witter and
Get r,n ehottee.
Lexington i. ov. 1.--Six stu-
dents of the State college. who as-
saulted and injured pollee officers on
the co:loge campus last aght, are now
M the workhouse. Judge Kiley con-
tinued the charges of confederating.
disordertee conduct and carrying con-
cealed weapons against them, and
ordered thetis to the werkhowie until
tomorrow. Captain Fore, who wee
etruck by stones during the melee 'Is
unable to leave his bcd todee and is
In a serious coati:eon.
SAND IN WELL.
Cots Off Supply of Water for New
County Poor House.
The weil at the new (wee% neer
house Is pot out of commission by
75 feet of sand. The well is 304
Tern deep and s x Inches In diameter.
At the bottom, there is a deposit of
sand and this has been sueked up
Into the tube. To get It out will re-
quire much trouble and the use of a
!Tech' I pump. The trouble in the
we:: Is delay:pc the other work
around the buildings..
. Luther I.eague in terneellt ion.
Centon, 0., Nov. 1.--The seventh
biennial convention of the Luther
League of America opened a three
days' session bare today with an at-
toe4auce of rioU delegates from all
see-eons of the 17niteciefetetes. The
first session of the convention was de_
voted largely to reports. The motto
of the convention is: "Knowledge-
Fact; Wiedoip-Fact. Understanding-
Aet."
Mlflchis—"If you haven't anything
elee to do, suppose you walk over to
the jail with me."
leifirine--"What are
• there for"
Mifkins--"There's a man there I
want to seer-
Rtfkins--"Hah! I could name a
dozen men I'd like to see there."
you going
Standard for a flood Deal: "What,
mt friends," volcanically demanded
Thomas Rott, "does the old party
stand for?" "Well, you for one
thing," replied a pessimistic voice
from the hack of the hall.
elebseeft• ete ehr., %an.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL It. R. EXCUR-
SION BULLETIN.
New Orleans, La.—Biennial meet-
ing Supreme Lodge K. of P. Date%
of sale October 12th to iith, 1106.
incluelve, limit' October 3eth, 1906.
By depositing ticket and paying fee
of 50 cents, an ettenslon "an be had
to November 30th, 1906 Round
trip rate $12•41e.
Nashville, Tenn— Southern Con-
!
ference of Immigration and Quara'n-
tine. Dates of sale November 10,
11 and train No. 104 of the 12, 190(t.
Return limit November 18, 1906.
Renee trip rate $4.75.
Ieter further particulate apply to
j. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Padncab.
Ky.
/2. M. PRATHER, T. A. Union De.
Dot
Vila DR. MURRE
FAVORS PARK PLAN
Strislithttorward Statement Of
The Board President.
Will Increase Value of Property Ad
Give Poor People a Breathing
yhtee.
RICH HAVE THEIR C AGES
-14 is sure to carry" Said Dr.
':e today to a rem- rter
when asked what he ought were
the prospects of the bond propo-
sition.
"fee more I sound the ,:eeple, the
m,- 2 :011eV thbie The r.iriy 3hvt-
z,,  I find to the prop, Rion are
from people who tio not understand it,
and when it is espiained to them they
usually any they are for It"
"You bee some of the people think,
or did think,- that it would increase
their taxes; but when they know it
Will not lietease teeir taxes oae
cent more'than they will pay any-
way, they see it in a different light,
erd mit of ten, say they
all v for th- ho ele. Under the
law the city muse levy five cents on
a.* jete0 for pailh purposes, which
next•year with Nutmeat will amount
to about $5,000. This amount will
:nifieaiie each year as the city grows.
• "Vote for the Bonds, and in this
shir we Shell have enough money to
Wye Paducah a good park system
now. and not have to wait for fifteen
or twenty years, as would be the ease
If we had no other money than what
the law allows each year. In this
wny we get soon an elaborate system
' of parks without them meting the
present population one penny more
In taxes than we have to Pay anewaY.
"The park commissioners, there-
fore, ask the people for permission
to Issue $100,000 of bonds to buy
parks with now, which is a very easy
proposition as It can be borrowed at
three per cent, and the annual levy
deposited In a sinking fund eaeh year
will be sufficient to pay off the bonds
at maturity, gay, at the end of forty
years. as is being done by other cit-
ies. If not paid In full at the time
the bonds mature, the generation
then living can arrange to meet the
situation as we have done. The land
will have increased in value, and they
will be enjoying what we, at least.
helped pay for, we only enjoying our
part while we live If we waft to
secumulate the money the present
ta‘payer will be under the daisies,
and get no benefit for what he pays.
oily building for those who come af-
ter that paid nothing for the benefit.
which is not equitable or right. The
thing Is so simple a busineess prop-
osition often before worked out, that
any one can understand it and it is
hard to conceive why any one inter-
ested in uphuleeng Padueah should
oppose It.
As a Physician.
"As a physician, aside from my
opi9ion as a private citizen and tax-
payer, on the value of parks to a city,
I do not think we could spend money
:n any way that weald do as much
good as &is to item of small parse—
say one In every ward, thus making
a play-ground for the children, whc
otherwise have none. Nothing is
wore beneficial than pure air and sun-
shine, and with our parks the child
that is cooped up in a small house
with no yard, or the modern flat of
which we have a great many no
will thus have a place to play and
romp. The mother is towing this
bide of the queetion, and every day 1 1
have a great many of them tell me
they are for the parks and will see
that their husbands vote for them.
"I find some of my 'municipal own-
ership' friends objecting to the bond
!NM on account of the probabilities
of It preventing a sufficient issue of
bonds to erect a light Plant, or bey
the water works. It will not in any
degree effect either issue. Give us a
good testem of parks arid they will
Increase the city's credit instead of
being a charge. I believe the parks
at the lowest estimate would in-
crease the value of property in the
cif/ 3 per eent, which would mean
8300,000, and the taxes the city
would derive from Increase would
amount to 14.950, sufficient at that
rate, practically to pay $5,000—the
amount given the parks. So you pipe
they will actually pay for themselves
by increasing values. It is easily
seen why the parks will assist Instead
of injuring 'municipal ownershiv.
propositions. Parks are no longer a
luxury—they are a necessity and are
a good Investment.
"A Louisville report on its parks.
stated only the other day that the
parks of Louisville had increased the
value of proPerty so much that the
revenue derlreel from the additional
take* lb ten ream wt. Si.ow.Lono
Pale Delicate Wdman and Chic
The Old Standard Grovel Taste-
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria
and builds up the system. Sold by all
defile`, for 57 yews. Price 60 *fats.
TIM PADUCAH EVENING SUN
CHEYENNES JOIN
he parks coat originally,
what the eity paid fir
cost and improvements
INK them. The same thing wool .
be t proportionately, here.
Now Is the Time.
V"I elan remember when the Moe!:
of gfound where Temple Israel
Stan& was offered to the cite free
r a park site; If it would be named
for the donor, and the city declined
the gift. Think what that property
would be worth now to Padueah as
ita
"If this bond issue is sanctioned
by the people, locations will be pro-
cured now that could not be bought
after the time elapette necessary to
accumulate this fund at $5,000 per
year; for the values increase with the
years, so we can never have them un-
less bought now by issuing bonds for
the purpose. Realizing this, and
that the city must have parks, we
should get them as soon, as possible
while we live to enjoy them. The
way to get them is by this bond is-
sue. I believe evert thinking man is
agreed that now is the accepted time,
and the issue will carry by a big ma-
jority."
Who Will Benefit.
The reporter %unedited: "Some peo
p:e object because you have not got-
ten options on property and announc-
ed where the parks will he, so they
wou:d know where the money is go-
ing."
To this he replied: "There will lie
a park in every ward if the peonle
want them there. We intend to take
them into our confidence when the
aceattion arises as we 'mead to give
them what they want. We are study-
ing the park system of every city we
know that has good onee, and we
shall proceed in a manner just as we
would If we were doing business for
otireel‘ele. I think, hoicever, the per-
swine! of my associates lave an as-
surance of this, even if we were not
under heavy bond for the faithful
perforMance of the duty eatrueted to
us. Personally, I have a home with
a :ante yard filled with trees and a
conveyance to take me to the eon 1-
try if I wish to get In the woods, so
I do not especially need the parks,
Still, as a citizen I am for them.
Nerly everything I P011agls is In Pa-
ducah real estate, which will bear Rs
proportion of , taxes. I want them
now, while I live—while the people
I know. live—and while I honestly
believe the park will not cost as
much as they will return to the tax-
payers. I say, If they did, I would
still be for the parks for their beau-
tifying of the city, for the good they
would do, for the comfort they would
bring to those who need them. It is
with the people I wie do my part
for the parks.''
SOCIETY WEDDING
EVENT OF SEASON
(Continued Front Page One.)
:VOID was a symptiony in pink, white
and irreen. The table cover ORS of
Mexican drawn work over green, and
was bordered with ferns. A basket
at white and pink rotten was the cen
ear pawe and from the chandelier di-
pended bows of pink tulle with pine 
ribbons extending to eaeh corner ,c
the table. Silver cadiesticks wit1
pink shaded candles were at the foul
.-ornere. The bride's cake was elab
Irately iced In pink and white cbr,
santhemums and the ices were pin-
ind white. Mrs. John W. Scott, Mrs
Vernon Blythe and Miss Retta Hat
field received the guests in the die
ing room.
The bride's bouquet was caught le
Miss Faith Langstaff. In the cut
tins of the rake Miss Elizabeth Sin
nott securet! the ring. Miss Parc.]
the button for the girls and Ne
Louis Rieke for the men. Dr. reel'
foot and Mr. Deughte Nash the moil
The bride's gifts to her maids we:
gold. euff pins, aid to the maid
honor, a four-leaf pin set with pea:
The groom gave his attendants gold
monogram scarf pins,
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson received
numerous handsome and appropriate
gift" testifying to the cordial good
wishes of many personal and family
friends. Thaw. will leavvlila evenlug
for Chicago and other northwestern
Points and on their return will be at
home at 621 North Sixth street. Mr..
Thompson's going away gown is ;
stylish tailored suit of brown cloth
with hat to match.
Fell of Meaning: De Mutt— "I
don't think I shall ever take part in
amateur theatricals again. I always
feel as though I were making a fool
of myself." Mtss Hitts— "Oh. every-
body knows it would he impossible
for you to do that."
gnbeeribe for The Nun.
•, the entire forces now In the field. It
rks were ilrertil problibt,' the. plans of Chief Scout
Minus Long will be followed, and.
REBELLIOUS UTES an "ie'n"' made to catch the Ie-,liaus at night when all are to:vette
er. Private advicee received here re-
• port the killing of a sheep 'herder on
, Butte Creek and the destruction of
T"roops Awaiting Iteinforce-'a band of sheep by a band of twenty
ments Before Proceeding. . Ute Indians.
Cheyenne« .tre Heavily Armed and
!teed). to Fight Uncler
t'hieftatne.
OLD INDIAN FIGHTERS OUT
Sheridan, Wyo., Note 1.— Danger
from the 700 or 800 Cheyenne In-
dians joining the renegade lite band
has become a reality. Six companies
left Sheridan and ptoceeded up
Tongue river to Ashland to join for-
ces with the troops from Forth Ke-
ogh. The troops from here cannot
hope to make Ashland, 80 miles
north, before evening. The military
force fu command of Col, Augur,
Of the Twelfth Cavalry, and will be
guided by C. C. Rousculp, better
known as "Jesse James" Rouseuip.
He is familiar with the Indians, and
especially the Cheyennes, having
campaigned with Oen. Crook here in
1868. He was also in the battle of
the Little Muddy In 1807, and was
present when Chief Lent Deer, of
the Cheyennes, attempted to *hoot
Oen. Mlles.
Aecording to Rouseutp the Chey-
ennes are ready to fight it the drop
of the hat and are the beet-armed
tribe In the west. He says the In-
thee, Imes been bluing•inodern
gunk and ammunition for The past
year. and the young bloods are Ins-
10114 to follow In the footsteps of
their old chieftains, Little Wolf,
Lame beer and Standing Wolf.
Ronsenepe statement explains the
hurried change In the plans of the
troops tinder Col. Augur, They ex-
pected to unload today at Arvada.
but instead they were brought to
Sheridan and the wagons sent ahead
at once.
'The soldiers NV!" proceed up
Tongue river to await reinforce-
ments of two companies from Fort
McKenzie. The main band of tees is
still In the vicinity of Moorehead,but
several smell hands have been de-
tached, and the troops now hover-
lag near are unable to keep track of
them. The Indians are sullen and
seem not at all streld of the soldiers.
The troops fence Port Metele, under
command of Col. Rogers, coming
overland, are expected to reinforce
the troop- now watching the Indians
before morning, but no attack is
the concentration of
licestriam,1 /him
AT TEE KENTUCKY.
..Friday—Hylria Linden in "Her
Own Way."
Saturday, Matinee and Night—
"I'll. Pelf, Pouf."
Secondary Thoughts of the Drama.
Oftentimes it is the side issu.ts,
the secondary thought in the drama
that givea4c..% chief charm. To many
this is true in the Case of Clyde
Fitch's elay "Her Own Way," which
will be seen at The Kentucky on
Friday night. The side issue, which
has dominated the strong love feat-
ure of the play has been caused by
the Introduction of a number of chi-
dren, s-ho dominate the entire first
act. Those who are not lovers of
children had best plan their evening
to reach the theater in time for the
second wt. for In the first act is
Philip's birthday parD. The chil-
dren he has gathered around him are
perfect types of health e youngsters,
all of whom make comments on the
goodies spread before them, of their
host and hostess and of their grown-
up friends with the sang (cold of the
little Men and women of the nursery.
No one is free from the penetrating
eyes and call/gee tones of Elaine.
Christopher and Toots and neither
can they mass their grandmother
Mrs. Carley. for bee makenup, nor the
infardlition of Moles, the footman, for
the maid Isizsie. In abort they arc
natural and shcimu tie children as
loyal to their trizsils as they are ea-
ger to detect the w-ekutss of those
who are antagOnistle to them. The
children's truest friend is their
"Aunt Clcorglana" the part plated
by Miss Sylvia Lynden, Jules Murry'.
newt star.
"Pit, Pal, Pouf."
The management of the rnusicat
cocktail, "Pill Pale Pouf." which
wilt he the attraction at The Ken-
tucky for Saturday matinee and night
with an excellent east, is particular-
ly prond of its chorus. It is pretty,
lively, chipper and full of ginger.
The little girlseare dainty and pert:
the large ones are stately and stun-
ning: the men are tall, good looking
and fine appearing. But, beet of all,
every one is a singer. All are trained
to the minute, and the whale- picture
is more than unusually atmospheric
and a delight. aikrift Pali, Pouf" Is
declared to be an uncommon treat.
Street Cars to Worten's Addition
in Sixty Days.
HOME'S EASY TO °ET. Threl to eiget-room Douses
in Worten's Addition at from $ WO to 411,250. Less t an cost of the
Improvements. Lathe or on terms to a •I, the pi.rattaer. I have
not increased the prices on these properties °ter wtt t t ev were
before the procurement of the car line to ties Additio-, but will do
so as soon as the line Is put in operation, whie m t e company ad•
vises me will be before Christmas. Now is sour chance. You can't
afford to miss it.
J. M. WORTEN
Frestarruity Building.
WEDDING AND INVITATION
STATIONERY
It is safe to lay no other essential associated
with social customs is judged by a more exact-
ing standard of perfectiot than are the engraved
forms of Wedding Invitations and announce-
ments,
Authoritative information as to correct usage,
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
the productions of our Stationery and Engrav-
ing Section the recognized stamp of unqualified
approval.
Our work is absolutely the peer of any of the
famous house of the country, while our prices
are considerably lower.
Spend your money at home.
The Sun, Both Phones 358
•
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rITURSD tY, NOUTIMER f.
Seeing is Believing
Vou who have eczema, skin .diseases. pimples, or even had
complexion, yau can see the cause of your trouble.
, Any specialist 'can place a small piece of your skin under
powerful microscope and let yell see time ue case of disease—t
sand-N-9 grains al uric acid. 
 ,
But let tic explaiii bow skin diseases are caused.
HOW URIC ACID CAUSES LIFE PLANT DRIVES OUT
SKIN DISEASES URIC ACID
Uric acid is a poisonous wart of the How can you possfbe- eet Uric acid
body's waste matter. • oat of the imsar of Sitii skirt bycipply-
Your blood always contains some tug a cream or salve on the outside.'
uric acid, but when you eat toe tutich Plainly, to cure eerema or to clear
or your system gets run down your , your comp/el:ion, the uric acid grains
blood becomes full of uric aeid. mast be dissoltyd out threugh the
Then these little sand-like grainsof blood, taken out through the Same
uric acid stick in the tiny blood yes- chennele in which they got in.
gels in your skin. They eta-their way
grains lodge they simply make the sIBti -
acid. It is a natural solvent for mule
LIFE PLANT dissnives out the uricinto the similes of the skin itself.
If only a few of these uric wed
unhealthy, and a muddy complexionhr _ and all ailment, „wwd b- uric acid,
!acid and the greatest agency known
pimples results. If a large &modal .to scietlee kiter2eni.l. skin diseillies
of then; lodge, eczema or, tetter or !—Lura PLANT is not a patent medi-
other skin eiseasee are the certain eine. It is need by the greatest
result. specie Pet s
SYMPTOMS VT IYRIC ACID DISEASES
Poor digestion, constipation, lrailaehe, backache, deposits of uric acid in
urine a hen allowed to stand—these show the beginning of uric arid list:wee.
Deposits in the skin, with pimples,' eczema and other skin troubles art 'illy
a few of the many resulting diseases.
If rose hue* eczema, you can b• cured. If you haw.
4
 
pimples, muddy complexion, your complcaier.. can be
cleared. Remove She deposits of uric acist. Take
LIVE PLANT. Act at once. Don't wilt for further
disease.
BOOKLET AND MEDICAL ADVICE TREE
Free medical advice in eC7etna and skin diseases nuiv he had by writing
I. J. Miler, Nene Preseient, Life Plant eo. Write for free valuable booklet
on 'Good Health." Write at once, now. Your druggist sells LITZ PLANT.
LIFE PLANT COMPANY, Canton, Ohio
The Kentucky
Both Phones 548.
SATURDAY, NOV. 3
Matinee and Night
B. C.WH ITN EY'S
Af464'/NCENT MUSICAL COCA74/1
P I Fir
PA FF
6 ,1-1_/El;
PeJerst E
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.11)" STANCE, JEROME A/410 SC' VARTZ
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NEW YORK CAS/NO.
Prices: Matinee.. 50c, 75c and $1.00
Children 25c,
Night 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Seats on Sale Friday 9 a. m.
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Save One-Half Your Wood
if yon have a
WILSON WOOD HEATER
your wood pile need be only half the size of your
neighbor's who uses the "other kind." The patent
Hot Blast Down-Draft found only in the Wilson makes
it possible to ret-1O9-per cent of heat from your fuel,
the gases which ordinarily arise from the fuel and es-
cape unburned up the chimney in other heaters, are all
consumed in the Wilson. These gases constitute one-
half the bnrnable part of the fuel. The Wilson burns
anything—corn cobs, shavings, chips, bark, roots and
cord wood.
The Wilson is air-tight, so
readily responds to its dampers
that an even temperatniesan be
maintained through'61if kill - the
changes of our varied climate.
Remember, every day that
you use the Wilson you are
sateng one-half your fuel
?VI%
HANK BROS.
Sole Agents
2 I 8 Broadway
C
•
•
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SOME SENATORS
WILL NOT RETURN
Washington t;ossip About The
Upper House
Rout Gore to Seto York to Repudiate
Hearet's statenients-_4•hiw
Labor Problem.
MAUD IN THE COFFEE TRADE.
Washiugton, Nob. 1-- As the re-
sult of the elections next week, one-
third of the present inetubariship of
tie senate will be affected. &nature
who are sure of being returned are
'Messrs. McLattrin, Poster Nelson,
Frye, Bacon, Cullom, Bailey, Gamble,
Burnham, Crane, Dolliver, Elkins,
Ammons, Warren All&e and Dryden.
There may be opposition to the two
last named after their legislatures
have assembled. Mr. Bleckbura, of
Kentucky. will be succeeded by Judge
Poynter; firmer Gov. "Bob" Taylor
will succeed E. W. Carmaek, of Ten-
nessee, and Mr. Geariu, of Oregon.
wRI be succeeded in turn by Mr.
Atkfikey for the abort term and Mr.
Bourn for the remainder of the va-
cancy created by the death of John
illpple Mitchell.
Nation to Study ClUld Labor.
Washingtuu, Nov. 1. -By direction
of President diooeevelt Mrs. J. Ellen
Foster has been detailed from the de-
partment of justice to Investigate thc
condition of woman and child WOr1/4-
crs throughout the country.
titan on this subject it pending tt
congress. Mrs. Foster went to the
Philippines with the Taft pa'
repreeieoted the United States
meat at the international Red Crabs
conference in St: 'Petersburg.
Hoot to Repudiate Hearst.
...Washington, Nov. 1.— in the po-
litical speech ahich he will deliver
at Utica on Thursday nIght.
Root, secretary of state, will rep,t.t
ate the attempt made by ageuts ot
Wal.:t. Hearst to show that Prose
dent Roosevelt and Mr. Hearst are
advocates of the same principles of
reform. While no official announce-
to that effect is forthcomiag it
is known that Mr. Root will to,,,
the president, and It is likely
knave no doubt as that score OeSuic
he concludes his address
Need $25,000,000 for the Canal.
Washington, Nov. 1.--The Isth-
mian canal commission desires an ap-
propriation of $27),406.2511.73 to t •
Mule its work on the Panama ca.
during the Awl year eliding 3'
30, IOUS. The =Cm, • -
this amount of mono) •
lit' today by the Commission. The
amount appropriated for the canal
work for the fiscal year which will
end Jun. 30, 1907, was
17i.OS. . a III
k'raed in Coffee is Traced.
NVeshineton. Nov. 1 --Isferior
grades of coffee put in *Lips' mani-
fests as peas and beans. Sitlipped from
Ws country to Porto Rico then re-
shipped from there to other coantries,
sad in some instances back to the
naked States, as high grade Porto
Rican coffee, bar i been lb. *object
of au investigation by the department
of commerce and labor. Instructions
have been given to the collector of
custonto at New York to see to it that
the manifests of vessels clearing for
Porto Rico be examined with care to
prevent the fraud apprehend. the per-
pert raters and prosecute them oh
charges of perjury.
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Car Famine Fault of Roads.
Louisville, Nov. 1.—That the car
famine confronting American ship-
pers is due mostly to failure to use
ears on hand is the conclusion drawn
by C. C. McCord, chairman of the
Kentucky railroad commission, as
the result of a communicatlen he has
received from the Ketoncky Ship-
pers' association. The communication
says that the average working life or
a ear is one hour In every 24,ana
that the operat:ng departments are
at fault.
New Public Buildings. .
Major Fred Brackett. of the su-
pervising architect's office at Wash-
ing.on, left last night for Kentucky,
where he will make inspections at
iarlous towns with choice of sites
for the erection of public buildings
as the object of his visit.
To Marry George W. Coble.
Lexington, Ky.. Nov. 1.—In pri-
vate letters received by her friends
here today, Miss EV* Stevenson, of
this cite who Is now In -the east, all-
' nolibees het --stigallititent__And' ate
Rrizts
Wallerstein's "At Horne"
October the eighteenth, on Thursday eve,
Wallerstein Bros. prepared to receive
Their host of friends, at an opening grand
With Bells and flowers and Paducah's best band.
The little bells called them from far and near
To celebrate Wallerstein's thirty-eighth year
As dealers in high class merchandise,
Who have for their customers men that are wise.
For they know by experience of many a year
That in buying their goods they have nothing
to fear;
The prices at Wallerstein's ever are right,
And for style and fit, they are "just out of sight "
From half past seven till ten were the hours,
And the light-hearted crowd, amidst music and
flowers,
Examined the elegant clothing display
Expressly prepared for this great gala day.
This huge Clothing Palace was flooded with
light
And decked out superbly in both green and
white.
There was nothing omitted that art could supply,
Or that genius could summon or money could
buy.
The Aldermen grave were disturbed by the
noise
Of Wallerstein's Bells in the hands of the boys.
As a rule Chief of Police disturbances quell,
But he had no control over Wallerstein's Bells.
REBECC4 Ir. SMITH,
315 North Fourth St., Aulucah, Ky.
Prize Winners
of the
WALLERSTEIN BELLS
CONTEST
Mr. L. V. Armentrout, of The Sun, and Mr.
R. B. Wilson, of the New-Democrat, after carefully
considering the original compositions submitted by
our young frienss in the Wallerstein Bells Contest,
have awarded the first prizes of $5.00 in gold each
to Miss Rebecca W. Smith for the girls and Master
Wyndham G. Allen for the boys.
If we might, we would gladly give a $5.00 gold
piece to each of the many contestants, but, since
this is not feasible,we have provided, as an apprecia-
tion of their friendly interest, a remembrance for
each of the boys and girls who took part in the
Wallerstein Bells Contest.
These remembrances will be ready for you any
time after 10 o'clock Friday morning. Just call at
our office and give your name.
ae
iifiPiilf'fI'
MEN AND BOY S 
OUTfITTERS
3-o BROADWAY
PADUCAH ,
E.:Ntziblit4lied 1868
(Honorary Mention
Hurrah for Wallerateln..
oh, hark to the bells,c the beautifu.
How their merry jingle tells
Of the wonderful bargains to be had
each day
At Wallerstein's. on. the corner of
Tblreand It-roadway
A store that is handsome and up-to-
date.
Plenty of clerks; you need never
wait.
So very pOliie and courteous, too.
Always delighted to show you
through.
A stock so complete in nverY
You al17 out of town and order byin
tit
They will also be pleased to make
the best selection
For you out of their grand collection
Just step in the door, they will dress
you complete
From the crown of your head to the
sole of your feet.
Aud when you step out you will cry
with the rest.
Ring wildly on, bells, Wallerstein's
"motto"la Best.
Then hail to Wallersteins. Padu-
cah's pride,
Sweet hells, ring out both far and
wide.
We bow with much grace, the *tore
of the town,
There's none can compare with it
for miles around.
DORIS LOUISE THOMAS,
CIO South Fourth Street
i Honorary Ment '011.1
WALLEFIKTEIN'S OPENING.
Those tiny bells.
Those tiny bells.
What a tale their muter tels
Their music tel:ai
Of brilliant light,.
Of flowers galore.
Of crowds that rushed
To this grand store
Our gallant men.
With lovely maid,
To this great store
Bity'ss PrIzto
Wallerstein's Bells
On October 18 an opening grand
At Wallerstein's imposing stand,
All Paducah seemed to be there—
Men, boya and maidens fair.
The souvenir bells were something new,
Which gave us boys enough to do;
No knell we rang, but a joyous sound,
Advertising the largest firm in town.
The council in session heard the noise
And sent Chief Collins to stop the boys;
But when he came upon the street
Ding ling, ding ling his cars did greet.
The ring was here, the ring was there,
It see:ned to come irom everywhere.
Little children rung, young men and old,
Pretty girls and boys bold.
The chief returned, saying, "Oh, such a sight '
You will have to adjourn this meeting tonight:
If I could call five hundred cops
They would find it impossible this noise to stop.'
Oh, ring ye bells ' the news to tell:
Wallerstein has clothes to sell:
His clerks are nice and very polite,
If you trade with them they will treat you right.
The firm is honest, true and old,
The clothes the best that ever were sold.'
Now ring the bells the news proclaim,
If you call once you will tall again.
Their homage pail.
‘Vhere many clerks,
In fine array.
With pleasure did
Those good* display
Our City "Dads,"
In great conintot ion.
Wished all those bens
Were In the ocean
Their ears they stopped.
Their garments tore,
And under Meath
They soft:y swore.
But "Young America'
Did not care
And of the fun
He had his share
For all kinds of folks
In this old town
This royal firm
Invited down.
From early dawn
"Till late at night
These tiny belts
Were a delight.
They seemed to say,
As in a song.
"This time will be
Remembered long
\IMAM G. .11,1_,1':\.
374 North Fourth Street.
When all wynt hones
*Just feeling findl
These words were heard
Al: down the line:
"Lung Ilve Walleisteins,
Sire and son,
May success be theirs
'Till life's race Is won "
ETHEL BARBOUR.
Gth Grade "A." Louglellow School
51'5 S. Third St., Paducah. KY•
I Honorary Mention. I
WALuiturrn Nit BELLS.
'Cult the bells for Wallereteins,
Ring them loud and clear.
Ring the bells for Wallersteins,
Every day of the year.
Ring the bells for Wallersteins,
Ring them every day.
Rug them in the people's ears.
No matter what they say.
Ring the bells for Wal:ersteins,
While the people cheer.
Bang the bells for Wattersteins,
Ring them far and near.
Ring the bells for .WallereWins,
And listen to what they say':
Dine ding. hasten along
To Third and Broadwei
MILLIARD LEE, 326 South Third
Street. Pad 11(11111. KY.
tHouorary Mention.1
Wallerstein's hers. oh how they (1d
ring.
Thursday night for the "C:otlitug
King."
There was *111AI and dowers for all
the swells
And for 110) f a uti girls a basket et
Tlice- rang up town, and down town,
till late in the atent,
When Chief Collins declared they
must be put out dl sight:
So next morning to school all wen!
ready to tell 4
Of the fun night before with Val
lervtein's Bells.
JOHN M. KOPP, 321 Jackson St
preaching marriage to George W
Cable, the famous southern author.
The marriage will take place in a
few weeks.
— West to the Hien Place.
An American whose business fre-
quently takes him to London, tells
of an amusing conversation between
the driver and coaductor of a pub-
lic 'bus In that city.
The 'bus was fairly crowded, so
the American climbed to the toe.
where, slimily after taking his seat,
he observed a person In peculiar
garb, with a red turban. There was a
leaden sky overhead and a slow,
drizzling rain, such weather as is the
lute rather than the exception In the
British metropolis
As the conductor came to the tog
the rest-turbaned person, evidently
an Indian Parsee, got down
"Wet sort of a chap is that?" ask-
the driver of the-conductor. ;
"I fancies that 'e'a one of the=
fellers that worships the sun."
"Worships the sun, eh!" repeated
the driver, with a shiver. "Then I
suppose he comes over 'ere to 'aye a
rest."—Success.
that if he does get out be is loot and
miserable. He was the kind of N. -
Yorker that you cannot Imagil
willingly straying above One Hu
dredth street. When lie agreed
cross the raging East riveer,
spend a whole afternoon in a stt,''.
i his-prospective host was thorie,
surprised."
A Genuine New Yorker.
The author of "Pigs is Pigs,"
whose turkey story. In The American
Magazine for Noveinbcr contains such
an alnusIng surprise, describes one of
his characters as "a genuine New
Yorker." And this is he picture:
"He lived to a hotel, and he dress.
ed like a fashion plate. Ile gave the
waiters, always, a good fat tip when
he ate, and he expected the bent
serviee In return. We was the kind
of New Yorker that runs In grooves.
In pleasant grooves, but Is grooves.
awl the ganerel intOreaston is that
that kind of Now Yorker will never
williag get mit of hie isoottes,•-and-
"Wind Yee Clothes."
"How do you manage to be &was
cheerful?" a happy-disposition.
man was asked. "In *11 001 t
weather von are always the -
You seem to have no blue Mondsi,.
no bleak Friday-s."
He replied: "I used to have •
blues till I was purple in the face
bated the world and thought
world hated me. Life was all misr,
only an unexpected stroke of good
luck caused me to smile and be agree-
able. One MO* an old farmer told me
That ifI Weald hang -my clothes out
of the window every night, so the
wind could blow 'through them, I'd
be a changed man. Mt very words
were: 'Wind yer clothes, wind yer
clothes.' I took his advice seriously
and soon felt better."—New York
Press.
New Wirrelese Phenomenon.
A remarkable achievement in wire-
less telegraphy Is reported from the
Pensacola station. That plant has
been able to keep In constant corn-
ninnicatiou with the United Fruit
omnpony's steamer Preston, from the
time that steamer left New York nil..
til it arrived at Honduras.
The station also received mess-
l ap* from the Preston while that
i Ship was entering New York herbal*.
Whlsre else was undoubtedly bathed id
Seen*. --wevee front other -etatiefit
i'VE
sELL
THF
ES T
Pi/a/41Es Z03
trONAISrofY
COAL CO,
Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
agnsgmegginnumifiagimMmiiiffi, 
and ships
The Pensacola station has not been
able to repeat this performaisee with
any other steamer than the Preston,
though the plants are alike on all
'Diked Apatite peters.-- philladelphia
Press.
The !mote of It.
The tornoradons must be cr-r-
they?"
WM' a wthering glance at the
man in the gallery the candidate re-
sumed his argument.- - Cleveland
Plain Dealer
that when all the Gals are knowa
here concerning the opening of the
American Walker Lake ludian reservation sail
. charges; that thousands of personsIt is estimated that :n all slant
SOO wealthy American woman have had succeeded in entering thezeserve
In advance of the signal, , SecretarY;married titled foreigners and that
Hitchcock may be compelled to me-ths aggreeste of their doweries ex- ommend that the opening be declared
Mrs. Hardy. the mother of the he. eeeded $200,000,000. The
mine in "The Balance of Power," 
heavily dowerled bride was 
most Invalid.
the
,!
is a DuChess Of Roxburgh*',eh a for- tirandthoughter of Grant,-Arthur Goodrich's new novel,
tune of 240,000,000. The others In- New York. Nov. 1.—Miss Wee-rushed!" roared the candidate. I would-be society woman with a pose.
"Hold on." shouted a man In the Among her small talk with Its shal- c:nde 
the Duchess of Marlborough. mar,' Si.rtoI ts.,'oun"eat daughter ofI
gallery, "you yotirself are a stock- low wisdom are the following: 
$10,000.00o. the Iste Lady Curzoli.tda)driaig. bNtelrliu ofGcwrannt dau.rtso.risc it'd .gral4n.ads-
holder In at leg,t three corporations "Love, my dear, Is a luxury: mar- 
$5.000,000: Countess Castellano.
married to George H. Wow.aton atS15,000.000: Mrs. Vivian. $12.000.-that I reow about.' tinge in' t, necessity."
The candidate frowned darkly. "Don't he sympathetic, child. It's
"Well," 'he cried. "if there were bad for one's repose, '
no stockholders there wouldn't. be "Mter all, there la only orie carat-
any corporations" nal ale for a woman. and that Is to
"I admit it." shouted the man In
Lb. gallery.
"And if there were no corpora
Ornot titerentritber /se ertielted, could
A Society Womaa'n Philosophy,
be uttparried at thirty."
"Illioattin are Inconsistent idiots.
They love a .men that will fight, but
they leek wanta,a, mah they have GS
000; Barones Halkett. $10.000,01)0.
Lady William Eterestoed.$3.000,000:
Princess Colonna, $2.500,000: Coun-
tess Von Larieeh. $4,000.00"
1-nooteistoday In Calvary :elect:opal
church
s
Secretary to Csov. Magloon.
El Paso, Tex.. Nov. l.--,% fetr-rics
. 'of El Paso, secretary to General
Ilea Derbu'e Orlaiaff Invalid. Wood daring the AnterIcan mama-
' 
WsobIngton, Nov. I.—The interior Don of Cuba, boa boos appoinfoti '4_,. dieartnient today tweaked diaPalchaelestary- to (lowicafirgook B , 'from agents In Nevada •1m110atftlg lei".( i.runorrow night for 11,1
folk p ducal) Sun.
AFTeRhOs...01 AND seassLy 
SY Int SUN PUBLISNINOCO.
EXCelitrostATME.
F. at FISHER. President
IL .1. PAXT()N, iJeneral Manager.
aserest
(Entered at the pestutnre at Paducah.
Ky.. al Seeteili class matter.,
THE HAIM( etre
By carrier, per week 11 .10
mall, per month, In advance  .40
mall, per year. In ad•ance  4.114
THE wicEster sum
Per year, b) postsov
Address THE SUN. Paduiah. Ky._ _
°Mee. South Third. Phones 38$_ _ _ _ _
Payne a, Young. Chicago and New
York representatives.
THE SU.1 can ne found at the follow-
ing pla..es•
R. D. (Memento & Co.
Van C'ulin Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER I.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
aeptember, al/01).
1........3881 17  3975
 .3885 18 3948
4 .3878 19 3942
5 .3880 20 3931
6 .3902 21 3959
7 .3917 22 3949
.3913 24 3938
le .3931 25 3929
11 .3900 26 3935
12 .3911 37 4019
13 .3950 28 4045
14  ...Vitt 29 4003
15 .3965
Total  98,471
Average for September, 1906 3939
Average for September, 1904 3656
Increase 4111483
Persoaally appeared before me,
this October 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who &f-
ilms that the above statement of the
'valet on of The Sun for the month
• September, 1906, vs true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
TER PtlitYEAR. Notary Public.
Hy commission expires January
112, MIL
Daily Thought.
"Put pressure and discipline on
self if „ou want to do your best."
REPUBLIC.1N CITY TICKET.
City Judge--Entinet W. Bagby.
Aldennea.
0. B. Starks, E. E. Bell, John Par-
ley, W. T. Miller.
Cotancilseen.
First Ward--John W. Behout
Second %Vara? -J. M. Oehischlaeger.
Jr.
Third Ward-H. S. Wells.
Fourth Ward-H. W. Katterjohn,
long term. F. B. Johnston, short
term.
Fifth Ward-Samuel A. Hill.
Sixth Ward--R. S. Barnett.
School Trustees.
First Ward-J. J. Gentry.
Second Ward-J. K. Bondurant.
Third Ward-H. C. Hoover.
Fourth Ward-Dr. C. G. Warner
✓iph Ward-Enoch Yarbro and
John Murray.
Si: th Ward--Capt. Ed Farley
Park bonds will not Increase the
tax rate.
The t;tes are
Cheyenne. Hop On My Poro "
Hear Hon. Hal S. Corbel, speak
tonight at the clty hall on tee park
bond question.
That fellow, who "went to jail yes-
terday In the whisky case," must be
having a good time.
The peopte of Paduceh have noth-
ing to do with fixing lie appropes•
tIon for park perillbses:-The
Lure arbitrarily fixed that for th
It is rather hard on Mayor D. A.
Yeiser and-former Mayor James M.
Lang, after saying they -'_Are two
clever gentlemen and enjoy excellen:
Foputatione", to set about to de-
etrov those "excellent reputations"
by the inference that they are dis-
honest In their municipal ownership
avowals.
To whom will the city parks be
the greatest godsend' To the little
children, who, living in apartment
houses or confined to the four-walled
room of a hoarding house, with no
breathing plat,' but the sidewalks.
where they are wheeled up and
down. Th.: day of large yards Is fast
Passing away In Paducah, and if
there are no parks to at once take
their place, what will become of the
little children?. If you are a lover of
children give them breathing places
and play grounds.
0. Polticsi what inconsistencies
are induI
the prese
to oMee,
would not
81 in for your sake! When
general council went in-
le cry was raised that it
'and could not reduce the
What's The Matter With Padueah;'
What does Paducah need?
Parks? Yes.
Sewers? Beyond a doubt.
Street improvements? More
year.
each
Schools? She Must take care of
her growing juveuile population.
All these Paducab needs. but first
of all she nerds a purification of the
social atmosphere.
Paducah is reeking with foul ef-
fluvia from the bog of slander. Ev-
ery progressive idea is poisoned by
a miasmatic condition of the public
mind, that stunts It ere it has at-
talned maturity. Every nubile move-
ment is born under a sickly star.
Not a man, in public office or out of
it ,proposes a scheme for advance-
ment. but some one imputes an ul-
teriot- motive or hints at baleful in-
fluences behind bito-and worst of
all, someone believes it.
It is a pity--almost a disgrace-
Such persons and the institutions
Ithey control betome points of infec-
tion, and gradually. insidiously. they
disse mutate t he sprawling, nOiSOMe
germs of their suspicion and bate
,tisrougboet the social atmosphere.
The antidote for this poison is in-
tellectual exercise.
I Remember these facts and make
thyself well: Padueah Is so small
:that the most of us are personally
,acquainted. When any public ques-
tion is propounded and the motives
:of its author are attacked, we can
go to him and ascertain at first
Ihand the truth or falsity of the
charge. We have the mime opportu-
'nity to learn the facts that his ca-
lumniator has. We are all citizens of
i Pactucah. Rith and poor, employer
and employe, we all have the same
I kind of interest in the development
of the city. If there is any differ-
ence. It is in proportion to the prop-
erty Interests of the Individual.
that any considerable body of the! Remembering these facts and al-
people should appear in this mental : ways looking up, instead of allowing
atetudr. It to not eesond compre- l our eyes to be directed by our litmeti
heosion that individual minds should toward the muck raker, who makes
become torpid and brown. There 11 his lqing producing bad smells, we
a close relationship between some will cquire all the other things Pa-
people's livers and their brains and duce"' Wants, be purer in mind, and
to them we suggest there is a nate- quicker in deed, and become a fac-
ral antipathy of calomel to calumny. tor in the world'. development.
clueing the tax rate; the Republican right to purchase the water plant it
candidates for 're-election are willing always had, provision being made to
to meet him. They are runniag on abrogate the contract. '
their record, but they had not dared
hope for this issue of their oppo-
nents own neakiag. 'They did re-
duce the tax rate. We presume that.
If their opponent% are successful the
tax rate will be iucressed. So be it.
That is the issue. The Republican
candidates stand by the reduced tax
rate. Their opponents can take their
choice between endorsing the reco•ti
of the Republican general council in
the tax reduction, and assuming the
pos:tton of favoring an increase in
the rate. • -
Hearst made a fatal blunder when
his sa) Inas and the principles of
Rothieri•It were published in paral-
lel columne the other day. For
weeks the president has been chafing
under the restrain of the white
hr,use and the fact that Hearst, by
refraining from mentioning the
president Was creating the inference
that they stand for the same thing.
The dignity of his position prevented
the president taking an active hand
In New York politics. It gave Hearst
a well sastainee-eevantisge until he
brought the president directly into
issue. The opportunity was not over
looked.. The ecetion containing the
'comparison of Roesevelt and Hearst
had no sooner reached Washington
than arrangements were made to
deny it. Now Ellhu Root, secretary
of state, New York's great son and
the right hand man of the president.
is in New York speaking for Rome-
veIt and proclaiming that Hearst
represents the antithesis of all that
I Roosevelt stands for. The speech of
'Root will not be limited to a plain
siuging "Cheyenne, 
denial. Hearst has offered the presi-
I dent an opportunity to get directlyInto the New York campaign. an.'
the god-father of the Katsenjammer
Twins will get all that Is coming to
him.
A PLAIN PROPOSITION.
Contracts for furnishing water for
only 150 fire hydrants in Paducah
expire this year. Contracts for the
remaining 261 expire at different
times during the next 20 year?. if
the argument bottle goOd that_ the
city would not, in any (omit; bilid
Its own water plant, while the con-
tract for .furnishing water for the
city hydrants exists with the-Padu-
cah Water company, the city w; I
not, in any event build_ Its own
-Omit in the next 18 years. The pres-
ent rate is $40 annually for each of
the first 150 hydrants, the contracts
for which expire; $30 annually for
each of the next 30 and $25 annual-
ly for each of the next 231. if the
propose:I contract for the hydrant
supply is not ratified the city muat
continue paying the (lid, rate for the
first IGO, and the annual sum of
$12,675 will he paid out until the
last coutract expires. In the mean-
time new hydrants WM be added and
new contracts made. Under the con-
tract to be voted on the city is to
pay $20 each for the first ten years
,and $15 for each lire hydrant for
the next eight years. This Includes
not only the hydrants for which the
contracts expire, but the other 261.
This will reduce the annual cost for
the first ten years from $12.675 to
68.220, and for the next eight years
to $6,167.. That ought to be plain
enough. Some of the contracts will
tax rate. It did. Now the cry is rats- run for years, anyway, and the only
ed that It had no business to Jo it. effect the new contract will have will
If anybody wants to go before the be to reduce the cost $96,630. This
people of Padaeah on a platform de- saving will do its share to keep down
Mowing the general council for re-
SEARCH FOR BOLL WEEVIL.
Effort to Determine Whether It Has
Croseed the River.
New Orleans, Nov. I.-Search to
determine whether Q. boll weevil has
(Tossed the Mississithe deaf& frovn
Louisiana into the state of ifiestimp-
pi is being prosecuted today in the
vicinity of Natchez b.. officials of the
state crop pest comeliest mi
At the beginning of the year it
was at.nounced by gosornment ex-
perts that the %Veil. Would probably
make Its first croesIng of tn Else's-
slept this fall, as it was agreed that
the river would Prove no barrio,' to
the peat's eastward progress. Rosteet
cold Weather, however 'Ave retArdee
the halgraticn, and the present search
conducted under the tion‘ that
weev:1 may be feund stilt socliend t.•
tor Iv ttlern side of the riser.
"FITL" STILL HAS THE PUNCH.
Knocks Oat Villian in His Play and
Breaks a *net.
Terre Haute, Ind, Nor. 1.-After
a night of intense suffering "Bob"
Felsimmons went to a physician
this morning and the X-ray showed
a fracture of his right forearm.
which will prevent him sparring In
his play for several weeks. Last
night when the man In the play who
is to he knocked out was to receive
the fake blow, he turned his head so
that instead of "Boo's" fist passing
over his bead, the pugilist's wrist
struck on the head. The fracture is
four inches above the wrist in the
smaller bone on the lower side of
Me forearm.
- - -
Hats Off
New, Splendid
Value $2.50
Throw away the old
hat. We are special-
izing for five days
only on soft and eerby
hats for $2.50. A great
big value for • the
money. See them in
our window.
Stave off that usual
winter cold. Dr. Die-
mel's linen mesh un-
derwear is a certain
preventive, authorities
say. We have the ex-
clusive agency in Pa.
ducah and show a full
line.
$6.59 a Suit
NV 411
CREDITORS MEET
THIS AFTERNOON
T. Choose Trustee For li. Reh-
kopf And Company
Verdict for ilainagts Is Returned
Against City and Firm of Cow
tractors.
NEWS FROM THE t)(WitT HOUSE.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
first meeting of creditors of the E.
Rehkopf Saddlery company is being
held. The original hour for the
meeting was set at 10 o'clock this
morning, but on account of the ab-
sence of attorneys for several tired-
'tors, the mote was left open until
afternoon.
"There are
reprenented,
flagby stated,
about 600 creditors
I presume," Referee
"and they are all rep-
resented of course, oy attorneys. I
believe nearly every attorney in
Paduceh represents some creditor.
It will require something like 20
days to examine all creditors aud
their claims.
A trustee for the E. Rehltupf Sad-
dlery company was not elected at
the meeting of the creditors this af-
ternoon. Claims were filed and the
tueettne adjourned to 9 o'clock Fri-
day morning at Judge 13agby'll of-
fice,
 ,Yemhrt..4s*Jet. .
. %Arian Lander was this
morning given a verdict for $75o
damages against the c.ty of Paducah
and the contracting nrrn of Robert-
son I Gardner for personal injuries
euetainect last summer near Sixth
street on Kentuek ev•aue. She fell
logo a ditch dug foe ;Uttar& *ewers.
The d.tett was unprotected with
lights, and had but a narrow and
fragile board across it
The verdict sit:emirates • defend-
ant, the Southern- Rituatinie company.
The Southern Bitelithic company
sublet the contract to Robertson
Gardner.
in the came of Minnie Rurradell
against the Paducah Traction COM-
PAO'. and G. W. Knight against the
Mergenthaler-Horton eom-
Pony, the deftellasts filed motions
for a sew trial. - Li
The case of the Illibot$ Oelltral
Railroad company against W. J. Mc-
rae, was continued be the defeledeat
The motion for a tee trial in the
case of J. S. Jackson. Sr., against
Tobias Steger was overruled. A ver-
dict for 61,000 was returned.
The case of John Perdue against
the Illinois Central road Was trted
today and a verdict for the defend-
ant returned.
The case of George Hathaway
l
against B. Weille was continued.
The Wisdom Estate.
The Lexington Banking and Trust
company was this morning officially
appokited administrator of the estate
of B. H. Wisdom.
-
In Police Court.
There were two cases in pollee
court this morning and court lasted
aboet that many minutes. Will
Long, colored, was fined $10 and
costs for disorderly conduct and Eva
Johnson. colored, was continued in a
disorderly conduct case.
.tELEXSED POACHER
Arrested by (bunty Game Warden
Moore.
wall known
er, wild • ree$1411.113111-init.
Game Warden T. J. Iliaore for Poac.h -
Inc He is allegesi-in-have shot birds
out of season severe% days ago, and
was given a continuance until Thurs-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock. Me will
be tried by daetice Ottarlee tmery.
Sugar Growers Hit Ward.
Washington, Nov. I.-Troubles in
Cuba have hit the sugar planters of
Ste island hard, according to the bu-
reau of statistito, which has issued
a bulletin, showing the business
done in September. ft shows a great
falling off but In ipite of thin the
total last year is greater than in Cu-
ba's history so far as statistical ex-
perts can learn.
Efforts Against Bailey.
Fort Worth. Tex., Nov. 1.- The
fight against Senator Bailey has
broken out afresh. This time it
takes the form of organized opposi-
tion led by sorue of the most promi-
nent men in the state. An address
Is being prepared, appealing to the
people of Texas to instruct the mem-
bers of the legislature against. the re-
election of Bailey
•
Fixing Up Bailment.
Plasterers are welding in the baae-
inent room to be converted Into an
Office for Supt. C. M. Leib at the
Washington blinding. Work on the
the tax rate. Tile city has the Berne new 14)0113 is being pushed.
atieriseassa..........sasseassammiessitasiaasesss....a.s.....essfellenta.
 *7111.11.1111111.11111111111.
Announcement
WE take pleasure in announcing the opening today of the FaultlessPressing Club, 302 1 2 Broadway, and we wish to thank our
friends for the liberal patronage which enables us to begin our ex-
istence with so satisfying a number of members.
Every business in these progressive days has "a mission." Our
mission is simply the one which we believe you will appreciate most---
A DOLLAR IN SERVICE FOR A DOLLAR IN MONEY. If you
send us your clothes to be pressed, they will be thoroughly pressed. If
they are to be cleaned, they will be thoroughly cleaned. Now you
may be a member of another Pressing Club or you may not be a mem-
ber of any club. In either case we will appreciate an opportunity to
make good.
OUR PROPOSITION
For one dollar a month we clean, press, call for and deliver all
your clothes. And just for good measure, we shine your shoes when-
ever you wish.
FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
302 1.2 Broadway. Both Phones 1507.
Xeclfern Corsets
A special corsetire, trained by the designer of Redfern
Models, is here to explain the merits of the Redfern and fit
you, if you desire a model exactly suited to your form.
The "new figure" vogue stimulates us to add the very
latest Redfern styles in order that you may be served fashionab!y
in your corset model.
Redfern Models are used by high-class designers of cos-
tumes, both in this country and Europe, as the most exact and
beautiful foundation upon which to build their garments,
which "set the style" for the world.
L. B. Ogilvie a Co.
HEAD-HODGE FEUD MECHANICSBURG
ENDS IV IT If I 4 AfPlit iNI ISE OF
HAMAGr
- ' •
Cheatham Hodge Pays Widow of M.
E. Head $2.500 in Settlement
of Claim.
The celebrated Head-Hodge feed
Is at an eud, the lam civil contro-
verey having been settled today la
McCracken circuit court when the
salt brought by Mrs. M. E. Head,
widow of ..nlinnk" Had, against
Cheatham Hedge for $25,00:0 dam-
ages for the death of her husband,
was compromised for 92,500.
Hodge and Head lIved on adjoin-
lug farms near Wickliffe and did not
get along well. Head was shot from
ambush and suspicion pointed to
Hodge. When the suit was final
brought In the circuit court a verdict
of $15.0,0SY was returned but was set
aside. In the meantime Hotege was
indicted and tried at Wickliffe for
murdering Head and acquitted.
The 'Rockefeller Preacher.
New York, Nov. 1.-The Rev. A.
C. Acker. the noted Liverpool author,
who le regarded as the probable new
pastor of the Plfth Avenue Baptist
church, the New York church attend-
ed by John D. Rockefeller when to
the city, has arrived to occupe the
pulpit temporarily and will preach
the next live inedayl.
WILL H.%'1: PARKS An WELL AS _ _
YOU ftON'T- HeVE Veal
Betty dose smokes Yes her setter Lax-itoo
keeps woof Whole insides right. Sold es the
sminer-sock piss everywhere. Price So
I It's pretty encouraging to get en-gaged when that wasn't what you
mestat.
The man who is willing to pay all
his taxes hasn't any to Pay.
THE OTHER LAX'ALITIES.
Erroneous Impression Ite4ng Spread
That Such Would Not 'Be the
Case.
l wish you would say for Me,"
saki Park Commissioner Harry C.
Rbodes, to a Sun reporter today,
"that Mechanicsburg will get • park,
If the bond lame carries. Somehow,
whether for an evil purpose er not.
someone is spreading the report that
Mechanicsburg would not be given
one of the proposed parks. We be-
Itieve that that section of the city
needs a park, probably more than
any other, as it is a long way from
there to the only pleasure park we
now have, Wallace Park."
To Inspect Work.
Mr. A. L. Joynes, manager of the
western district of the Cumberland
Telephone company in Kentucky,
went to Aurora, Ky., this morning
to superintend the erection of two
steel towers over Tennessee river for
Ste stringing of lone distance lines.
The work will require several days.
The towers are built high above the
ground and it requires careful work
to erect them. This class of supports
fa being geterally adopted by the
company when en:letting rivers.
The Rigors of Cold Weather.
Probably at no time of th v year
does the physical condition of the
body demand more attention than
just at this season, the beginning of
cold weather.
Let the system be run down, or the
blood impoverished to any extent and
the cold weather goes hard with you.
Naturally the thing to do is to
get the circulation in good order,and
the whole system toned up to stand
the rigors of winter.
Some physicians prescribe the dai-
ly cold bath, others seek recourse in
blood tonics and other stimulants,
but, probably the most rational treat-
ment of all is the Osteopathic as
Osteopathy more quickly, and more
effectively rights the blood flow and
restores normal conditions than any
other known treatment.
Osteopathy is only a natural
treatment, a method of bloodless sur-
gical Manipulations to remove any
obstructions interfering with the pro-
per transference of nerve force, or
natural blood flow, or the other flu-
ids, to the organ or part involved.
I should like tohave you call and
let me tell of some Paducah people
whom you know well that Osteopa-
thy has done Winch for, and also to
tell you lehat it will do in your Raz-
ticular case.
My oest honest are from 9 to 12
and 2 Os 3, 516 Broadway.. Phone
1407. DR. G. 0. FROAOTIL
•
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FUR COAT SALE
Fur Coats, Fur Pieces and a General
Display of Skins from Animals That
Live in the Cold Climate
These goods we show in endless varieties. We
have Electric Seal Coats for $29.50, $32.50, $35.00,
$37.50, $40 00, $42.50 and up. .
We have scarfs for the neck for 75c, 98c, $2.50,
$3.50, $5 00, $7.50, $10.00, $11.50, $14.00, $18 00,
$20 (0, $25.00 and up.
This variety includes the best values in furs
shown in this locality. We announce this fur offer-
ing because we own too many furs, and because we
bought them very cheap is the reason we have such
a big lot.
This fur sale starts tomorrow, and every piece
of fur and every coat has been marked down, less
than regular price.
_
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-Just received a shipment of
Stacy-Adarute Steteon,. Edwin Clapp
and Douglass Shoes. Regillir price
$6.00; Our price $3.7e and $4.00 at
Ike Coheue Pawn Shop, 106 S. Sec-
ond St.
•
-Leh night being Hallow'een
James Collins, chief of pollee, order-
ed his men to patrol their beats
alone in order to protect property.
Few complaints were made.
-Remember! Weans you buy coal
from Bradley Brothers you are buy-
log the-very heat Ire be had ter the
money. , Phone 329
-Cite Jailer Tom Evitte rettsroed
yeiterdie from Memphis. where he
had gone to appear as a witness in
the Lightfoot murder (met.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
- Tom Green, colored. shot by
"Pretty Boy." whoa* right name hr
Meath ghee's. is able to eft up. He
will reeve ,dhe doctors say. The
ball penetrated his long Harris is
a fugitive
-Something new under the son
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R.
D. Clements & Co.
-Mrs. John J. Bleecker, who was
trampled by her horse's hoofs a few
days ago, is improving rapidly.
-Our bushels of coal are no larger
than other dealer. who give 76
pounds to the bushel, but' nodealer
will give more than we do for your
money. Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
-A lease for 12.6e0 per year was
Sled by Mrs. Fannie Rowland and
other Clark heirs to the Rudy-Phil-
lips company In county court yeater-
esedaY. -
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The Sun office-twenty-five
cents each.
-Insurance adjusters tire work-
ing on the Paducah Veneer and Lu o-
ber company loss of the dry kiln
which listened last week. The lain
will be rebate( and peedeni its erec-
tion a temporary -41filie con-
structed that the plant may resume
operation
-It 4s now time to plant fall
Out-of-Town
Medicines...
Very often an article is not
known in this market which
may be desired by some one
who has used it elsewhere.
We Can Get It
Even from foreign coun-
tries if necessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well-better than our emu-
petitors do if possible.,
Night bell at side door.
Free, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to 10
p
R. W. WALKER CO.
lac re rated
DRUGGISTS
in aaa WI Ross 1/I
Night Sell at SW Door.
bulbs for boring blooming. We have
ail kinds. C. L. Seven & Co., 529
Broadway.
---Teday the 5 i*r cent penalty
goes on delliinqueet count, taxes.
Sheriff John Ogilvio-sexpertenced a
rush yesterday and collected some-
thing like $6,000 In taxes.
--Remember, we are the obly deal-
ers in the city who can furnist you
the famous Big Muddy Carterville,
1:1., coal. Phoce 339 Bradley Bros.
-042eCeeatul meetings continue
nightly at the Christian -Chapel in
Worten's addition. The Rev. %V. S.
Long will preach tonight on "Moses
or Christ, Which!" The meetings
end Sunday.
. -City, subscribers to the Daily
San who wish the delivery of their
Papeete numbed meet notify oar col-
lectors or Make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carrier*. (Inn Pub. Co.
--The Rev. 0. L. Martin, who
has been assisting Rev. W. W. Arm-
strong at the Trimble Street Metho-
dist church, leaves today for Dyers-
but& Tenn.. and the Rev. J. T.
Freeman. of Huntington, Tenn., will
;meat the Rev. Armstrong. The Rev.
Freeman is well known here having
assisted Rev. Armstrong before.
-Educational balloter may be had
et the county court house from the
county clerk on application.
-The Ladies' Mite society of the
First Baptist church will meet Fr-
day afternoon with Mrs. C. M.
Thompson, 803 Madison street.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes. files
and flits the order at appointed
-Sergeant Blake sent two men to
Jefferson Barracks today for the cav-
alry branch of the wren*. 'They are
William Napier, of Sheffield. Ala..
end William IL Johnson, of Hinds,
Ala.
-The Sun office TS prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
invitations of any sea, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
--Don't forget to go to the ball
Friday night at the-Elks' old hall.
-Dr. J. V. Voss's, dentist, 200
Fraternity building:
-Score cards for the game Five
Hundred for *ale at The Sun office
at 26c.
-Fire sale of well paper. Kelly
& Umbaugh. All papers at half
price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone
666.
-For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
-If you desire to eave z cents a
bushel, piece your coal orders be-
fore Novemeer lit with Bradley
Brothers. Phone .339.
••••••60,
Depoeitione in Rom Case.
Attorney W. V. Peatoa returned
from Indianapolis. Ind., last night
where he took the depositions of the
president, secretary and superin-
tendent of agencies of the Interstate
Life Insurance company for use in
the Rose case in the federal court.
Attorney Eaton represents the plain-
tiff.
C Han't Reserve Non-Playing ammier.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 1.-That no
inational agreement club lout the
i right to carry a non-playing manag-er on its reservation Bat, was the
decision today of the National Base-
ball Commiszeon in the case of Man-
ager B. M. Asheteback, of the Scran-
ton team, in the New York State
League. •
r-People itniiMow** III1641
Parties sending in accounts of so-
cial etertairmsents vain please- sign
them, as The nun will not publish
communicatione sent in that are not
signed.
Wedding Announced.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bulimic:, Jr.,
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daugh-
ter Miss Dora C. Huinme: to Mr. Wil-
liam H. Rottgering. Jr. The wedding
will be oletnnized Noatuaber 6, at
p. w. at the German Lutheran
church.
This marriage will unite two pop-
ular young people belonging to two
of Paducah's well-known familiee.
Mime Hummel is the daughter of Mr.
Fred Hummel of the Hummel Bros.
Insurance firm. She Is an attractive
and lovable young lady with a large
circle of friends. Mr. Rottgering is
the son of William Rottgering. and
is associated with his father in man-
aging the large Rottgering stock
farm in Rowlandtown. He is a pro-
gressive and capable young wan.
Both are prominent m social life of
the north aide. ep
Halloue'en Party.
A very delightful Hallowe'en par-
ty was given last evening at the
Hicks home on West Broadway,with
Masters Robert and Walton Hicks
the hosts.. The des-orations were In
Autumn leaves, Jackso'-lanterne,
black cats. sled symbols of the Hee
lowe'en. Fortunes were told and ma-
ny games rend diglestions enjoyed. In
pinning the stem on the primpker
contest, the Dreamt 11J4WO captured 10
Edith Sherrill and Henry Leake. Ap-
propriate refreshments were served.
About thirte-five young people were
present.
Charity Club Called.
The Charity club will hold .a.aneet-
lag at 10 o'clock Saturday with Mrs.
Edmund P. Noble at her residence
on West Broadway and al; the chair-
men of the different committees are
urged to be present as all of last
year's bareness wail be wound up,and
plans for the new year discusaed.
D.A. Chapter.
Paducah chapter, Daughters of
the American Revolution will meet
tomorrow afternoon wtte Mr.. Ar-
ruour Gardner. of Fonotain avenue.
It will be a "Kentucky Day" pro-
gram.
Comptimeatary to Mies Brisendine.
Miss 'Atha Puryear will this ev-
ening entertain at her home on
Broadway In honor of Miss Mar)
Brizendine, of Russellville. who is
the guest of Mrs. Lela Wade Louis.
Informal Card Party.
Mrs. Wileam Brainerd Is enter-
taining informally at cards this af-
ternoon in compliment to Miss Mary
Brizendine of Russellville, who is
visiting Mrs. Lela Wade Lew.a,
Mrs. William Carroll and Mrs.
Robert Williamson. of Memph.s.
Tenn., are the guests of Mrs. George
Flournoy at Lolomel Lodge. Mrs.
Carroll was formerly Miss Margaret
Tucker of Memphis, and has 'Flatted
here before.
Mr. Grant Green and Miss Nona
Adams. of Hickory Grove spent the
day in the citY.
Mr. J. C. Flattener went to Nash-
ville today oil business.
Mrs. Frank L. Weil has returned
from a visit to relatives in Birming-
ham Ala..
State Senator C. J. Bronston and
C. D. Chenault of lesitiegton are In
the city today on beelines. ee.:
Attorney John Moore, of TereCeett-
ter, is in Paducab en route tome
from Louisville. He is a worker for
the McCreary forces in the senato-
rial race.
Col. Edward 0. Leigh, secretary
to Governor J. C. W. Beekliam, is in
the cite,.
Rev. C. E. Perryman has returned
from Union county.
Mr. J. K. Hughes, of Wallereteiu
Bros., has returned from Nashville,
where he was called by the illness of
his mother. He left her convalesc-
ing.
Mr. Robert E. elochelle was yes-
terday called to Columbus. Ga., by
the precarious condition of his sis-
ter. Miss Jennie 3lochelle.
Superintendent A. H. Egan and
Roadmaster F L.. Thompson, of the
Lontsville division of the Illinois
Central, are in the city on business.
I Special Agent J. D. King, of the
Louisville division of the Illinois
Central, returned borne today after
a business trip to Paducah.
Mr. H. H. Loving went to Marion,
today on business.
Mr. Josh Stein went to Eddy's:111e
and Kuttawa this morning on busi-
ness.
Attorney Sam Crossland, of May-
field, was in Padnicah today.
Mrs. Marisiona Mays. of Stanfield,
Tex., is visiting friends in Paducah.
Miss Myrtle Decker went to Jack-
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s non, Te . this wording to visit
friends. .
MN. Eugene Tarry of Dexter. is
visiting Mrs. C. F. Akere, of Goebel
avenue.
Mrs. Jennie Ridgeway, of May-
field, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Robert Martin.
1 fdies Rowe Britton, daughter of
E. W. Britton, is visiting her grand-
mother in Mayfield.
ALL SAINTS' DAT
Being Observed Today in Chnniies
of Pathusah.
A.ii Saints' Day was observed by
service today at Grace Epiecopal
church at 10:46 a. m. At the St.
Franck de Sales Catholic church
there were mamas this morning at
8 and 10 o'clock and there will be
vespers and benediction this even-
ing, as on Sunday.
Playing Fiatarday Night.
In a London street a girl of 12
and a boy of 10 were playing a fam-
ily drama of "mother and father"
and Bobby was being instructed in
his role. "Now, Bob," said the girl,
"you Jest walk up ter ther corner
an wait there till we tells yer ter
come. We're a-goin' ter git dinner
ready, an' when we calls yer, yer
come 'ome and chuck the finifti
about." "Ho!" 'saki Bobby. "Come
'eine drunk, do I! And why for!"
"Why for 'tooted!" retorted the girl
with a glance of mingled scorn and
pity. "Ain't it Saturday'"
-
Express Package Missing.
Nashville, Teen.. Nov. 1.-Two ex-
press packages containing a sum of
money variously estimated from $1.-
4800Pd'h $7.e0 0 were mewing from a
elestettern Express copiously car erlits
the packages' wit) calc tecrreter- by
an agent here. Messenger Smith was
in charge of the ear. Greet mystery
surreunds the robbery, and the offi-
cers of the company will tot talk.
Largest Banotelever, in Chicago.
Chicago. Nov. 1.-Saniples of.
barlot'to bat:magi in the city at the
Cection nest week wore given out
today. Th• ballot Is the largest ever
seen here since the adoption of the
Australian system of voting. It
measures 20 by 26 incises and bears
the 011121et. of 324 candidates.
Fleet 'Three ()eat Fare Line.
Clevels,ad, O., Nov. 1 --With six
miles of double irack the first three
cent fare tractiois line in the world
started business here today. The
cars operated on schedule time and
mere %well sertronized
New Reeecian leellroad.
Advice* received at St. Petersburg
front Harbin say that suraeye are un-
der way and the coastraction win be
begun early in 1907 of a railroad to
Join the Transballkal and tiesuri
branch raU roads.
TODAY'S MARKETS 1
Dec.  
May  
Dc.  
May  
Open Moe
72% 74%
76% 79
43% 43%
44 44%
et% 33%
Jaw ..  13.90 14.15
CotItios-.
Dec.  10.12. 10.04
Jan.  10.18 10.10
Mar .  1S). $G 10 . 28 -
Noche-
L. -4k N.  L.42% 1.43%
Ur P.  1-.S0% 1.82%
1.42%
Mo.?,  93% 944's
PtIttin,  1.41% 1.46
Cop.  1.139% 1.11
Elatme.  1.53 24 1.$4
Lead. S  7144 '74 4.
C. F. I.  Wei 52
U. S. P.  1.06% 1.06Te
U. S.  46 416%
Lotetcal MarDressed Chickens- tic to 40c.a.
Eggs--30c doz.
Butter-20c lb.
Sweet Potatoes-seer ho. 60e.
Country Hams-14c lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. dec.
Green Sausages--6c lb.
Sausage-7c lb.
Country Lard-12c M.
Tomatoes--26c
Peaches-40c basket.
Beanst-26c gallon
Button:beano-1-0c. quart.
Celery-60e dozen.
Grapes--Pac basket.
Parsnips---$1.00 bu.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat-68c bu.
Corn-60c
New Corn ---35c bu.
Hal-From jobbers to retail deal
ere-Strict grades. Choice Tim.
$18; No. I Tim., $17.50, No. 2 Ties_
$17. Fancy northern clover $17.
Fro= country wagons at public qual-
ity medium to e'er,' Poor. 1$ to $17
pee toe tee valves mIxtntes.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
ion to look about your fire and torna-
do insuraace, as fall and winter are
seining. Remember the old and re-
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Oflice No, 128 South Third street. Of-
Ike telephone No. 940. Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance cone
Patties. which are Mille their loswei'
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better -be safe than sorry.
Give us a call.
FOR RICHT-One slao at awe
438 Broadway. Phones 151'
FOR SALE-Two safes Attl high
office desk. Apply 640 Broadway.
FOR DRY WOOD and kindling
ring old phone 17114.
FOR SALE-Small bay horse and
runabout. Apply telit Broadway.
WANTED-to Buy good fresh
mulch cow, 0:d phone 1480.
WANTED-Good boy to do house
work.. Apply at The Sun office.
- FOR RENT-7-room -house, 805
South Third. Phone 322.
--WANTED-Girl for house wail:
1115 Jefferson.
--WANTED-To rent • bother of 7
or rooms east of Twelfth street. Old
phone 81e. A. T. Sutherland.
- foil RENT-One or two dice,
large rooms. Modern conveniences,
421 North Seveuth street. Phone 14181
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
WAN'tED-Posjt ion - --if-
perienced stenographer. Miss Kate
Nunnetnacher. Fraternity building.
-TOR. RENT-.-Five- Niko cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South
Third or 127 North Fourth.
--WAN'rtb- A yoong lady to stay
In the store at 125 Broadlea), Sun-
derion & Co.
HICKORY WOOD-Pbones. Old
442, New 698. Dellverekl promptry
B. Z. Bell & Sons.
t.KNTtthorwTLb-
out bath, 126 *math 4th street, also
furnished rooms. Apply :04 North
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
between seven and eighteen months'
old, trained or untrained. Address A.
.1. &sok 132 Ky. Ave.
-ditA-Lis business or repair shop
with bedroom 206 South Fourth
attest, ouly $10 per month. George
C. Hughes.
FOR SALE-Bedroom and dining
room furniture, wardrobe and hard
coal base burner. All new. Old
phone 1412.
FOR YOUR STOVES cleaned.-P01-
!Ghee and repaired. Brock Hatch,
382 Washington street- New Phone
111e.
-ivotitt frame
house, Fifth and Madison. Seven
rooms with bath. Ainel E. G. Boone,
314% Broadway.
FOR SALE-A brand new Oliver
typewriter, wide5 measure machine.
In perfect order, for $S5 cash. The
machine can be seen at The Sun or-
gies at any time.
J. IL MORGAN, blacksmith, 409
S. nerd. Old phone 467. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclualve age's,
for Sore stone side wire Urea, the
best rubber Urea made.
LOST- Large red pocket-book
containing $90 to fives and tens, also
sonic checks payable to Geo. 0. In-
gram. Finder return to Sun offics
and receive reward.
FOR SALE OR Tettr,DE- Oro-
eery doing a business, of $3,000
monthly, cistern stock. Good brick
ouse, concrete floor, will be rented
Fusser.Will trade for farm.
Addiess S. B. C., care The Sun.
CONTRACTOR WitIKELe-Milaii;i-
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office lee South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1227. Prompt at
tention_ to all estimates.
W ANTED se PM e-tre -111
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 36; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rieh-
mond House, Paduceh, Ky.
The prices below will be made till
December 31, 1906:
GOLD SHELL CROWN, 21k...$3.50
GOLD FILLINGS  1.00
SILVER FILLINGS  .60
PLATE FILLINGS  .75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless ex-
traction of teeth.
DR. KING BROOKS, Dentist, Sixth
and Broadway.
NOTICE--The following -goods.
storod in the warehouse of W. S.
O'Brien, will be sold at the ware-
house door of said O'Brien, at the
corner of Feet and Washington
streets, In tbe city of Predneah. Kle•
at 10 o'e/eek a. m. on the leth day l of
November. A. D. 1906, for storage
charges as provided by law. Said
property being described as follow'
leillelehlelleli36316B3eleleB3631de
Hundreds of Homes
Are heated with Hart's Alumi-
num oil hPaters,,,They are a
thing of beauty, a j )y forever
Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of re-
ducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are per-
fectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil
PRICES TO FIT
1180. 0 HART SONS CO.
ow.w000m. Amcvozommswoismomwmoosvonmisi
Brown & Shelton. Paducah, 1 case
Ad v 'coves, $3.82; Bryant & Red-
won. Paducah. 1 case Adv. matter,
$4.14; J. W. Sakti% Paducah 5 cases
animal food, $8.76; Mrs. M. L.
Brown, Paducelt. 1 combination
book ease. $6.94; Mary Cordele Pa-
ducah, I box groceries, $4.05; Dar-
nel' & Hurley, Paducah, 2 boxes an-
imal food, $7.02; Merkel' Post Hole
Auger Co., Paducah, 6 crates post
hole augers, $28.41; John Edwards,
Paducah. 1 box drugs, $4.57; Eng-
lert & Bryant, Paducah. 1 case beer
twelve $3.90: Frank Bros.. Pada-
•ah. 9 stove!, $34.56; S. B. Gholson.
Paducah, 1 spring and casting,
$3.34; J. A. tlibeowe Paducah. 1 bid.
H. H. goods. $4.34; Hall Medicine
Co.. 1 box drugs, $3.87; .1. .M.
Jones', Paduree, 1 piano, boxed.
$65.02; W. K. Ledbetter Paducah,
3 rises animal food, $e.58; A. L.
Weer, Paducah. 2 bdie pipe, 1 pump,
18.44; E. T. Muslin, Paducah. 1
box soap. $4.70; Joe Petter, Padu-
cah, 1 case Sunda, $6.60; Old Ken-
tucky Mfg. Co., Paducah, 37 boxes
steekefood, $100.05; J. A. Thomas,
Paducah.; boxes stock food. $14.77;
Hiram Russell, Paducah, 1 box
sprawls. $6.10; Rex Meneg Co., Pa-
ducah, 1 crate picture frames.$5.33;
Rex Mantel Co.. Paducah, 13 crates
curtain poles. $48.70; Rex ManCg
Co., Paducah. 1 box picture frames,
$8.17; Shelton Bros., Paducah, 1
case steel, 90: Thomas & Gillman.
Paducah, 1 case axle grease, $5.53;
E. B. Sutherland Medicine Co.. 67
boxes Pat. lied, and Adr. matter,
$195.22. W. S. O'Brien. Warehouse-
man.
/ DEATHS OF A DAY.
E. W. Wilcox.
Mr. E. W. Wilcca, an exiert elec-
trician. superintending the Suiten-
lion of a new switch board in the
Home Telephone company exchange.
died- at Riverside hospital at 12:30
o'clock this morning after a linger-
ing illness of dysentry. He was 39
years old and his home. was in Au-
rora, Ill., where he has two sisters,
beeldes whom a brother In Durant, I
T., survives _him. He was the "in-
staller" for the American Electrical
company, of Chicago, and had trav-
eled all over this country installing
*witch boards and other electrical
appliances. He watt taken at his
room. Fifth and Jefferson streets.
several weeks ago, and when his
condition became critical, was remov-
ed to Riverside hospital. The body
was taken to Guy Nance's undertak-
ing establishment. The body will
be taken to Aurora. Ill., for burial.
Equal to the Supple.
Andrew Carnegie tells a story of
an old Drumfriershire farmer who
was the guest of a woman in that
Scottish country. When the tea Was
'creed the hostess observed that bis
was gone before she had poured out
tea for the other. Ile passed his cup
up frequently and at the ninth cup
the hostess, becoming uneasy as to
the supply on hand. ventured to ask:
"How many cups of tea do you take,
John!" "How ninny do ye gle?"
Sqerews of life enable us to appre-
ciate the joy thereof.
and the name and residence of the I
°weer, and charges against eame! A titan's credit may be good, but
being set oppos'.U.: each article: kis cash Is always better.
---0
I. Ralleening Dangerease?
Balloon aeceneons be eater
when the man who handles the gate
receipts is complied to go up with
the aeronaut as a passenger.- Chi-
cago Tribune.
And yet, according to A. W. Roi-
ker, who describes "Sky Sailing. the
Na Sport." in The American Maga-
zine for November, more than 10,-
000 balltxm ascensions have bee,
made from an aero club's headquar-
ters in France without an accident.
- - -
His Report.
During the suearing Deimos %V. IL
errison _Of leltsford. Vt.. sent Ids
man "Hie to find out hoer the in
buckets had been firing. "Hi" inves-
tigated and then sal/netted this re-
port: "Some is full, some half ful;
and some runnite over. but average
about full e---- Burlington News.
Hawley-"But surely you don't
propose to :et Huskies remark pass
unchallenged!"
Crawley-"Thrste just what I pro-
tease to do." _
Hawley -"W h) , man alive, he
called you 'a blithering idiot!'"
Crawley--"Exactly; but, my dear
sir, there is no such word in the
English dictionary as "blithering."'
Peop.e can afford to wear plenty
of mourning for a relative if they
were renierehered In tne will.
Dr. Geo. Masgana
Veterinary Surgeou and Dentist
Graduate of Alfortville Nleterinare
schoo: Paris. France: also Ontario
Veterinary school and Detroit Den-
tal college. Charter member of the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
Will treat scientifically with the
latest instruments and up-to-date
treatment all diserues of the do-
mesticated
Cal,s pronitply attended to day or
night.
Office with Thompson's Transfer
Co. Both Phones 357s
RACKET STORE
FOR FIFTY YEARS
Thomson's
"Glove-Fitting"
Corsets
have been famous throughout the
*odd for models of excellency and
graceful effect.
There is one essential feature of
the toilet that no womail dare
ight-
The Fit of Her Gown.
This depends entirely on tbe
selection ol the Corset.
For this meson we seleetol a complete
ne of this relebrated make of Conde
which we have rust placed on mile. The
uriete which have jest arrived excel al
.reviona sneeeesee, and constitute the hiee•
neitiorement in the at" f (lomat Mit
f r.tt nre p rtbI to • medium peessi
t, ce* cute do better than bury ,o
PirI4e begins at  $1.00
theisiection guaranteed,
PURCELL &THOMPSON
loos
P&12111112 myrtyym filwrirtv, strio xovinitstat I.
LONDON BOBBIES
BEST IN WORLD
Over Three Huudreti Thous-
and Arrests In Three Years
But eseveasty -Might &5M'. nesse tune
On Carpet and Sleet of Them
Escused.
PERSONAL CSMIPLAINTS PEW.
Loadou, Nov. I.—The police scan-
da1 which hate filled the newspa-
pers of Chicago resently end the fre-
quent disclosures concerning tbe in-
efficiency and corruption of the po-
lice inother cities of the Crete&
States emphasize the elitnilleance of
a table of statistics which was pub-
lished the other day concerning the
delinquencies of the nretropolitan
Police of London during the last
three years. The figures are official
and were complied at the request of
ler Howard t'incient, M. P. to show
the efficiency and good jutignsost or
the London constable.
The table shows the total number
of persons arrested by th • police of
London during the Hires! ,arc to be
378,401; named. tims aulaber of cases
In which legal proceedings were taken
against the members of the force
who made those arrest, far unlawful
interference with the rights of citi-
zens, to be 12; and the number of
cares In which the Pollee ecillituitssion-
ern after lavebtigation, decided that
the arrests were not warranted or
juetilled by the circumstances to be
78.
The pruceediugs taken by private
Individuals against members of the
police force for amens which sere
alleged to be unjustified were, as you
have seen in the second column. 12
In number, and the results, after
trial In court, were as follows:
3. Charge dismissed. officer folly
acquitted.
2. Charge d.siniseed, with officer
fully acquitted and complainant re-
quired to pay all the coats.
1. Complaint asks that procoslings
be discontinued, the officer having
apologized.
I. Plaintiff withdrew suit pay lug
costs.
I. Court stopped the
as abenrd and ordered
pay costa.
1. Plaintiff awarded damages to
the amount of one farthlug, each side
to pay its own costs.
I. Policeman convicted and order-
ed to Pay cUbt8'
1. Policeman convicted and fined
$1'41.1 for using more force than wae
necessary under the circumstances.
1. Policeman fined $8 and sentenc-
ed to oac month's imprisonment.
Tints it sill be peen-Abet the offi-
cers seemed were vilidloated in more
than half the twelve cases Is which
complaints were br011ebt against
them by locLviduals.
Of the seventy-eight cases In
which officers mere disciplined for uc-
warranted arrests, five appear also ir
the second column covering proceed-
ings) brought by -private individual..
Of the &events-officers convicted
court-martel before their superiors.
seventeen were dismissed from thi•
:orrice, fifty-two were suspended and
the remainder were reprimanded.
Remarkatee Record.
That Is a remarkable record antI
seems to justify the assertion tha ,
London has the beet police force ir
the world. At the same time it dem.
anstratee the respect in which the po-
lice are held by the people. Vets
seldom is there a case ef resisting nn
officier,but the officers are instructed
and trained never to use force except
in an emergency. Their orders are
to give offenders every reasonable op-
portunity to 'square theorise/vete; nev-
proceedineri
plaintiff to
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The Enders Safety Razor,
distributed by Simmons Hard-
ware Co. This is a twelve
bladed razor, selling for Si.
Ask to ge t.
McPherson's Drug Stott La•
olnsive Agents.
et to bring an offender to the station
or before the court unless they have
complete proof of hie guilt. The P°-
Iteeman with the best record In tit
one who makes the fewest arrests,
who has the tact and the ability to
'adjust difficulties between eitisenswithout bringing them before the
magistrate or filling the cells of the
stations. The beet officers never ar-
isen a man If they nen Veep it. If Ile
is drunk they get him home as quiet-
ly as possible; if he is quarreling or
enhttag thee tool hint oil, talk to
him in a friendly way and persuade
him to bohave himself. Thus the
ambition of every member of the met-
i opolitan police is to have the small-
est number of arrests placed to his
reedit that is coneisibent with good
order on his beat. The Isinitoat pub-
lic understands this policy and roe-
ognizee that constable* as the °tubed-
fluent of the omniscient and 0112121P0-
il at Wafer that rests in the unwrit-
ten Hritiael coestitutioa.
No people have such a respect for
law sad order as the *Mous and the
constable in the street its the tangible
aad always-present representative of
law and order.
Of (*arse, the personality' of the
men has a great deal to do with it,
sud they are entirely worthy of re-
spect. Nears, ali of them are dis-
°barged reldiers. Thee have learned
a valeable lesson iti their military ex-
perience, and the dignity, the dis-
cipline and the sense of responsibility
of the army is carried into the police
force.
Every due of them Is a native. A
few foreigners are employed In the
detective department, but the con-
stable, the man that the public comes
in contact viith, is a thoroughbred
Briton, sometimes born on the very
beat be treads. Most of them are
honor men and near medals for die-
tinguisbed gallantry and good cot-
duct in war. They are as far re-
moved from politics and political in-
fluence as they can POssibly be. Their
appointments are made primarily to
reward OM for good service in the
army and they are retained and pro-
moted because of their efficiency.
and for no other reason. They are
su [Oct to severe training and sin 3r0
examinations and are constantly- re
minded of the dignity and Importance
of their office.
One cannot appreciate the person-
alty of a London policeman unt:1 he
is seen in a crowd or a mob, when
his forefinger is as potent as the stou-
t's of a king.
The beet treatment for Intilgesiti
and troubles of the stonisie.41 is to
rest the stomach. It can be rested
by • good digestant. Kodol puts the
stomach in rhyme to sataiLactorily
Perform its functions. Ocod for la-
digestloc, sour stomach, flatulence
palpitation of the heart and dyspep-
sia. Kodol is made in strict con-
formity with the National Pure Food
and Drug Law. Sold by Lang Bros.
The South Sea Island Liberman
throws into the water a Poison as-
touSed from a certain bark. The
fish, stupefied, at once come to the
surface and are gathered in by hand.
Their flesh ie quite as wholesome as
though they had been netted.
Csuiegewrett is a haruileas compound
of vegetable extracts that is wonder-
ful In its beneficial effects on the atom
ache of babies and children. Recou.-
mended and sold by Lang Droll.
Trade unions in Germany are of
four kinds: HIrsch-Duncker ualons,
et/cleats( unions and federations.
Christen unions and Independent
unions.
DeWiti's Kidney and Bladder Pills
act on both kidney e and liver, and
as a result afford the quickest relief
from excess of uric acid. Bold by
Long Bros
The wheat crop of India this year
is large. The area sown amounts to
26,226.24YA -acres Rod the yield is
eetImated at - 8,140.440 tons, as
agalnit 7.5 v2 ,0,00 ton% last yew.
Kennedy's Laxative ftootaining)
Honey lad Tar metes the bowels.
Contains no opiates. Conforms to
Pure Food and Drug Law. sold by
I.ang Bros.
When a Man kisses It girl on a
dark piazza she would scream if she
weren't afraid of scaring net mother.
—New York Press.
Good for everything a halve is used
for. DeWitt's Witch Hazel (Salve
Get DeWitt's. Sold by Lang Bros.
People seem to think nowadays
that a Man's son is a wonder to be
able to Make his dun living.
DeWitt's Little Eitly Rivera. About
the most ts liable pill on the Market.
8014 by Lang Bros.
The Texas *sager
Cures all kidney, bladder and risen
untie troubles; sold by .1. B. Oebl-
sebtaeger, titit Broadway, Dr. Z. W.
11411, ogles If SG Olive street, St.
Louis. Mo.
Farmer—Hey, yen! Taw* Stan to
sbootia' hate! Soy Trespasser, with
gus•--they ain't, ain't that? flay,
ikts you 4eatt.4.466.
HUGHES CERTAIN
TO BE ELECTED
Managers Fix His Plurality
At 150,000.
Is Made iu state Head-
eteartres at teeny Where They
Hate Figures.
TainIANI t I' TO OLD THUS..
Nce York, Nov. levelog the
calculation on the results of a very
thorough canvases of the state, the
Republican campaign managers are
confident today that Charles E.
Hughes will bar elected governor by a
majority of at least 154),040. TN.
official prediction the first on the part
of the 11(4/publicans, was made at state
readquartiers this morning by Win.
Barnes, Jr.. of Albany, formerly ex-
ecutive chairman of the Republican
istate committee. Chairman Wood-
ruff referred neweitaper nem tu hint
when they &eked for a forecast.
Mr. Barnes said: "I have been here
a great dare inane tine state conven-
tion, simply looking around and keen-
ing In touch with the situation gen-
erally throughout the state. I have
gone over with extreme care the re-
ports submitted to the *tat5 commit-
tee by the chairman of the county, as
as the town organtsatione, and
think i can safely say now what the
result of the Republican canvass in-
dicates Gov. Higgins' plural':
above the Bronx was 160,000. 1 hat.
not found anything to indicate a
loss from that vote in more than thir-
ty out of the 3.000 election districts
My prediction is that Mr. Hughes w
come down to the Bronx with mu',
than 21141.40e plurality."
-It may interest the public to
kcaw," said Chairman Woodruff, of
the Republican state committee.
"that with!, an hour I was handed
a letter from a pronsneut man in
this city who says that Tarnmans
Hall has been discovered at its old
tricks of colonization. I referred the
matter to the state superintendent of
elections."
Bulk Mr. Hearst and Mr. Hughes,
the Republican nominee continued
their eanvass of up-state counties.
The weather In Um localities Erasers-
ed Is unfavorable today. being cold,
with baCIIV falling. Mr. Hearst's voice
has beconse almost entirely worn out,
but he expects to address five meet-
ings in Buffalo tonleht. Mr. Hughes.
in a speech at Fulton. N. Y., toda:, ,
attacked Mr. ilearet's newspap.r
poratlons and declared that NI•
Hearst in theee corporations had far.-
eS to pay their prop r share of taxes.
MORE PROMOTIONS.
Many Champ.* .lnsoikag %fen in lest-al
Yards of I. 4'.
Mr. Keller C.harltoo, assistant gen-
eral yardmaster for the Illinois f'••
tral has been promoted to the po-
tion of general eight yardmaster as
supervisloa over aU yards IS.
change was effective today. Chas
toe succeed, C. M. Brown, regimes-I 1
Mr. Brown will go north, it is untie,
stood. Chariton is succeeded b•
James Ray!, and George Finnegar
the well known engine foreman, s
made assistant to Charlton. Tts
caused a geaeral promotion sinuous
the es'itchnien. Charlton was only
a few weeks ago promoted to the
position of assistant general yard-
master,, and because of his success
in the new posit:or. Is given a more
responsible one.
Notice.
Members of Orteboline lodge, K.
of P., are requested to meet at their
hall Weight at 7:30 to arrange for
the funeral of Benjamin r. Cabell.
THOp. COLE. C. C.
PERRY M'Pse-WISN, K of R. S.
If you don't know what you waat
try Mrs. Austin's Pancakes for a
really- good breakfast
0.- H.
Baldwin & Co.
limtactirers of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell on InNtallments and
take old instruments in
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 11 BROADWAY
E. P. neurquis tuner
W. T.LAIlq.1 8 -0, BRO.
AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years is a good substantial savings ac-
count, built up daring the money earning period.
Dr pa.,it part of your earnings weekly or monthly
in this bank, and at 4 per cent. compounded semi-
spinally you will Soon have a snug sum to fall back
upon.
Begin today.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway
,Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom surzhed Only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you. I
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
emmirenallIMMer
Uhe LENOX HOTEL
surrNALO
Modern Highest Grade
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every tew Minutes between flute!, Pepsis.
Wharves and through Business District.
rionePROOF THROUGHOUT
1GEORGE, DUCIISCHIERLIlt
Proprietor
- - - - ---
EUROPEAN PLAN
par day aad sp.
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American- German National Bank
227 Broadway
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wi ing, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop. -
122.124 N. Fourth St. Phones 787
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Pininhiag or Heating question Is:
Who's the best to see Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Filling
133 South Pourth 33f1F.Clentu.stcy Awe.
Ail Phones 301
P AQE'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunches. Short orders a specialty. Give nit a trial.
IPACIEPAIN 119 South Third $t
Otewerissaa
NOTICE
To Electric Light and
Power 'Patrons.
THE nature of the alternating
electric current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fan's and
small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply  light.  If you
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed con-
ditions.
The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
Phone Us Your Orders for
Coal Today
Prices are advanced tomor-
row. Luzene is the beat.
BOTH PHONES 70 1 Barry & HennebergerOffice and Coal Yards Ninthand Harrison Streets.
W. F. Psittoir, R. /LUDT, P. PIIRIfium,
President. Cashier Atsiatant Cashier
Citizen's Savings Bank
ttc rrrrr atedl —
Capital  $100,000
Stu pi ur.  50,000
Stock holders liability r  1 00,000
Total security to depositors. ...11250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway
" PENNYROYAL PILLS They overseen, We.;..nom Irregularity *adomissions, hrZresae vise
or and banish "pain,
of menstruation." They are "LIVE SAV101.8" te Idris a1/4
womanhood. aiding development of organs and body.
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do 4,ezn—Ilfs
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIM. Vo 4by drelEgIdt 1)1! MoTT'S r, novels-ad, Oils..
AIFY & LIST AND ti. C. C. 1%01.11. l'rDUCAH, KY.
SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS A WEER
...A.1,..14....•411,...4964kkOir..- 41- ,
4
•
• • •
4
gh TH-Ufledi et , et Blot I EMI PXDUCATI ElrIgN/1%11 tin -let e.
" " 4. SOMEONE STOLE44-Hetilt1111111111 
With Edged
Tools LOAD OF BRICKSI
By **V SUB" *BIM° Being Used On City Streets At
Aar" a "TM Ia "W's tow.- -
how Ow Ouledw ts haneor."
Oopyrlitht, MK by itarpor & Brothers
HM1111111111E4
The next morning he was unable to
leave his bed, Anti lay all day iu it
state of semetioninoltsuce. Joseph ex-
plained to the men that the leader was
so disgusted with their ungrateful
conduct that he would not leave the
tent. lu the eveuing there was a blight
attack made from the southern side.
Tins Joseph was able to repulse,
thkely by his own long range firing,
assisted by a Sew picked rifles, but
the situation leas extremely critical.
The roll of the big war drum eould be
heard nitnost Incessantly, rising with
weird merancholy from the forest land
benea th them.
Despite diMeultlea the new .crop of
slealaelne. the 'second nithie twelve
months, had beeti picked, dried and
stored in cases. Without on the (ga-
teau stood the bare trees, affording no
covert for savage warfare, no screen
against the deadly bullet. The camp
wee leaved near one edge of the table
land and on this exposed side the stock-
ade was wisely econstrdeted of double
strength. 'The attacks had hitherto
been made (tiny front this side, but
Joseph knew that auything in the na-
ture of a combined assault would carry
hi  defense before It. In his rough
a* ready way be doctored his master.
InAking tor him such chips and
stfength giving toed as he could. Ooce.
% "shty late in the night, when It almost
sewed that the shadow of death lay
over the little tent, he pounded up some
0 ' the magic simincitie leaves and
ed theta in the brandy which he
inietered from time to time.
fore sunrise the next morning the
alarm was given again end the little
garrisou was called to lulus.
Ile took his station on the roof of a
but in the eenter of the little stockade,
and (ruin there be directed the lire of
his men. crouching beneath him he had
a disabled native who Walled each rifle
In turn, and JIMA by woy of encourag-
ing the others he pitted off the prom-
inent men outside the :stockade with a
(leaflet: steadiness.
If Joseph detected anything like
cowardice or careleasnees, he pointed
his rifle with is threatening frown to-
ward the culprit, with instant effect
Presently, however, thing's began to
get wore serious. This was not the
sudden assault of a single chief. Init an
organized nttaek. Bet long Josephia,
ceased to smile. By 
s  
let be WAS oft
the roof running from *sok peiot
to another, encouraging. threatening.
fleeting and swearing very hard. More
than phee the enemy reached the seethe
vie, and, ominous shoe one or two of
their dead lay inside the detente.. ee- ,
He was everywhere at owe Urging
)u bla men, kicking theta, pushing
them, forcing them up ti the Stockade.
But he saw the end. Half dazed, the
blacks fought on in silents..
In the midst of It a hand Was laid
In Joseph's 'shoulder.
"There." cried a vole.. "that earner.
esse to it." .
erttliout hooking , -hound. Joseph
eheyed, and the breached corner ITIte
tiered. Ile only knew that his master,
who was almost dead, had come to life
again. There was no time for any
Ming else.
For half an hour it was a question of
say moment. Master and man were
tor. the time being nothing better than
madmen, and the fighting frenzy Is
wildly infectious.
At last there was a panse. The enemy
tell back and In the momentary silence
the sound of distant tiring reached the
ears of the little baud of defenders.
"What's that?" asked Meredith
sharply. Ile looked like one risen from
ibe dead.
erghting among thernselvee." re-
plied Joseph, who nem wiping blood
andegrime from his eye:.
"Then one of them is fighting
in express rifle."
Joseph listened.
"By heaven!" he shouted.
an, Mer-tar, we're eared!"
The enemy bad apparently heard the
5rIng too, Perhaps they also recog-
nised Use peculiar sharp 'smack of the
express rifle amid the others. There
was a fresh attack --an ugly rush of
reckless mete But the news soon
spread that there n:as tiring in the val-
tey and the sound of a white man's
tette. The little garrison plucked up
!melt and the rifles, almost ton hot to
hold, dealt death around.-
They held back the, savages until the
sound of the firing behind them was
quite audible even amid the heavy rat-
tle of the musketry.
Then suddenly the firing ceased-the
enemy had divided and fled. For a
few moments there was a strange,
tense silence. Then a voice-an Eng-
lish voice-cried "Coate on!"
The next moment Guy ()ward stood
on the edge of the plateau. Ile held
up both arms as a signal to those
within the stockade to remise firing, and
then he came forward, followed by a
number of blacks and Durnovo.
The gate was rapidly disdneximbered
or its rough symports and tbrowu open. I 
with 
fruit ihanhst
Jack Meredith stood in the aperture, ' "
bolding out his hand.
"It's ail right; Itetesth right," be said.
Oscard did not ieem to take so cheer-
with
"By heav-
he a view of matters. He scrutinited
Meredith's face with visible auxtety. -
Then suddenly :leek lurched up
against his rescuer, grabbing at him
etiguely.
In a minute Oacard was supporting
him back toe-anthem tent.
"It's all right, you know." explained
Jack Meredith very gravely; "1 am a
hit weak that is all. I am hungry:
haven't had anything to eat for some
time, you know."
"Oh, yes." said Oscited shortly, "I
know all about it."
(T0 be no tlatie0.)
gobsserthe for The filture
Second And Washington.
Board of Public Works biomes Orders
Not to Let Any More Be Ta-
ken by Anyone.
MUST Fl \DM STREET WORK
The board of public works yeeter-
day issued orders to the Memphis
Asphalt & Paving company to dou-
ble Ira forces on street improvement
work or quit work for the winter,
leaving no streets torn tip when it
freezes. The Memphis firm is im-
proving First street from Broadway
to Washington street; Washington
street from First street to Third
street, and Second street from Ken-
tucky avenue to Washington streets
with paving, sewers, and sidewalks.
The board issued orders prohibit-
ing signs of any kind to be placed on
the sidewalk, tacked on telephone or
telegraph poles or suspended over
the pavement, except the regulation
electrical sign. The board furth& in-
structed the telephone and tele-
graph companies to see that no
gigue are painted or tacked on poles.
The Horne Telephone company:
was permitted to put in a "dead
man" on Tennessee street between
Twelfth and Thirteenth atreete.
The gas and fuel company was
permitted to put in a shut-off gas
box In the eonerete pevement in
front of lenees drug atom
Supt. Keebler of the city lighting
plant was directed to map out all
changes made in street pole's, so
that the city street inspector may
repair the holes in the pavement.
Repairs to sidewalks on Adams
street between Second and Third
streets, were ordered.
Henry Bundsman, sewer Inspec-
tor, reported that only one resi-
dence in Fountain park addition has
unitary connections with Bradshaw
crook, and that the owner hag 4k-
connected the pipes.
The Home Telephone company
was permitted to pet in ender
ground. conduits a quarter of st
square off Jeffereon street on Fifth
seAreee. The oasapear was &Ws. sold
,tho bricks to he used in repairthi
streets torn up by improvements..
The lighting plant superintendent
was asked to Make Jut a requisition
for emergency supplies for the
plant..
The street inspector reported that
he is spreading gravel on the Cald-
well atreet fle near the depot.
The home street roller was rent-
ed to the Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis railroad at the regular
Wee.
The etreet light at Seventh an.!
Norton streets was ordered removed
to Sixth and Norton street*.
The city clerk was instructed to
invettig,alehted learn If the city ever
received a dedication of property to
mend Seventh street through to
Norton and Husbands streets. The
Nashville, 'Chattanooga & St. Louis
is using the property for railroad
yards.
The street inspector was ordered
to remove a fence reported to have
been built across a Public alley. be-
tween Second. Third, Ohio and Ten-
neseee streets.
A letter from the Illinois Central
stating that the matter of removing
tracks to the east side oesh First
!greet where Street iMprovementsare
being made has been referred to
the road department which will
communicate with City Engineer
Washington.
= Brick Thieve*.
Some one hashed 704 bricks away
from Second anti Washington streets
The inspector was orderedto keep a
close watch and report all surplus
material in order that it be removed
before hauled away by thieves.
B. H. Scott was directed to repair
or remotes an awning at the Hayes
,drug store, Seventh street and
Broadway.
George Emery was ordered to re-
move stone piled near Jefferson
itreet on Fonntain avenue.
i The board issued an order, pro-
hibiting fruit dealers from utilizing
, more than two feet of the pavement
•110..•
t
Expert Accountant
-Are
Will Mgt, exaMItae, eye-
tematize and audit books by
the day, week or the job.
Terms Reasonale
John D. Smith, Jr.
III Fraternity
RIVER NEWS 1
River stage*.
c, :ro ...... ....14.8 0.3 fall
Chattanooga .... 5.5 0.2 fall
Cincinnati --------11.7 0.7 fall
Evansville .. .10.4 0.5 fall
Florence   3.0 0.4 fall
Johnsonville 5.9 0.4 fall
Louisville  e 1 0.4 fall
Mt. Carmel  1.0 St'd
Nashville .. 8.6 0.1 fall
Pittsburg   7.6 0.3 rise
Davis Island Dam 6.6 0.1 rise
St. Louis  6.1 0.3 rise
Mt. Vernon  9.9 0.6 fall
Petineah  9.7 0.1; fall
•••••••••••• •/•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"0%•••"••••••••• ••• •••• •/••• •••• ••• Ail
..
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Tho Titer fell .6 in thelast 2i
hours, the gauge registering a stage
of 9.7 this morning. The wharf was
quiet today.
As predicted exclueleely in The
Sun last Tuesday, Capt. Bewley, of
the Dick Fowler, will go on the Johe
S. Hopkins. That boat probably will
he ready to go out tomorrow. Capt
Mark Cole carried the Dick Fowler
out this morning for Cairo and will
remain on the Dick Fowler for the
present. It was suggested that Capt
Crider might go back on the Dick
Fowler, but it is practically •assnree
that he will go on the Electra of th.
Ryman line when that boat enter*
the Evansville-Nashville trade.
The A. R. Hall will arrive from tht
Forked Deer river ,at Dyersburg to
day and will remain here erten sold
Mr. S. A. Fowler will have charge o'
the beat while it is here.
The Courier-Journal yeeterday
said that the Lee line would be with
drawn front the Cincinnati-M*01phi"
trade to handle the big cotton( bust
saes below Memphis. Capt. Phillips
agent of that line here said the re
port was an error. The Georgia Leo
left Memphis yesterday and will ar
rive here early Friday morning. Tle
Peters Lee Is in the cotton trade a
Memphis.
The Joe Fowler was :ht. Fhans
rule parket today.
The steamer Dunbar tied up a'
the fcot of Madison street, was blowt
ashore yesterday afternoon and it re
quired the aid of the Henry flatlet
to get the thirstier back into dee;
Water. No .damage Wits done ane
the steamer went ashore because tie
spars which held it away from tho
bank were blown oat of elace.
The Henry liariey arrived from
Evansville lush night at 11 o'clocl
late on accoent of the scarcity of is
her, and raht at 5 o'clock after pull
lag the Dunbar back into the river.
The barge !Whew.; belonging to
the St. Louis and Teungesee Rive
Parke, company, got away from tIc
whar(boat where It was tied ittai
night apd Was caught by the watch
man of the Gate City as it was drift
lag past .the dry docks.
Tuts tarrIveid last night
o'clock from the Tennessee rive
with a big trip hut tft14e for this
point, and left immediately for St
Lbuise
The I. N. Hook eent up` the Ten
flosses- river yesterday after a to v 0
ties,
A circular has been receivel a:
the wharfboat announcing the third
airettal meeting of the National Ely
era and Harbors congress at Wash-
ington, 1) .C., December 6 and 7. The
congress in this convention will ask
the government to appropriate $50,-
04-6,000 annually for the rivers and
inshore all over the country Statis-
tics of the liniment spent by 'the ghee
ernment aims -the firm apptopr:atiett
far rivers and harbors improvement-
are give and the cost of transporta
Lion oa water and by rail are corn
pared. Since 1820 the United States
has spent $471,00.)(10.00 on rivers and
harbors. European countries hare.
spent 83,174.04K1.000. Holland alone
has spent $1,54)11,406,900,, and France
comes next witli"$1,1200.1.0,000. Tie
harbors of Liverpool, Wag., alone has
has $20.0,000.000 improvements--
Dearly half the total amount .pent 19
the United States
The United States has, exclesive-of
se:the:Ards, 43,709 miles of nate-Att-
lee waterways. Otherroountriee have
7,e11'0 miles. The Mississippi anti
Ohio rivers together have • 16,50e
miles of navigable water. The coat
of transporting onelon of freight by
railroad in the Putted States Is 7.79
mills. Ott the Illinois Central rail-
reed the cost is 6. cong...,pa the
Ohio river from Cairo to Cincianati
the cost for one ton is only .32 mills.
Over 300 per centum cheaper than
by rail.
"I AM KISSING YOU,"
WROTE THE COUNT
"Th The Neck. Do You Feel
It?" And More.
l'asaiounte Figurers of Cautellatte
Read in ('ours by l'ouneel
for Hie W'Ift..
STORY OF HER WEDDED LIFE
His Lunch.
. There Was a little Scotch boy who
had the quality of astuteness highly
developed. The boy's grandmother
was packing his lunch for him to
take to school one morning. Sudden-
ly, looking up into the old lade( fare,
he said: "Grandmother does yer
specs magnify?" "A little, my child"
she answered. "Aweel, then," said
the boy, "I wad joist like- it if ye
wad tak' them aft when yo're park-
in' my bout-h.''
Fish-Yam, Japan's most famous
mountain, which is 13,000 feet high,
has been climbed by a 9-year 1)1 ,1
sarl.
Paris Nov. l.-The Castellane dif
vorce case was heard this afternoten
before M. Henry Attie, president of
the tribunal of first instance of the
line, Neither the count 'nor this
eauntess was present. Maitre' Cruppi,
tor the countess, pleaded for a di-
vorce on the documentary evidence
submitted.
In an eytended review counsel de-
:hared thht the countess, at the be-
;inning of the suit, was sot acting
ender influence, but &oleic' for the
turpose of ending forever the peril
at the moral desolation of her house-
hold,
e'hen he reached the question of
he infidelity charged against the
ount, Maitre Cruppi .11,1 not men-
ion natnes, or even !netts, deistic-
eating the (stir-respondents as Mad-
'tme A," "Madame B," and so on.
Maitre Cruppi tasked that the
°maces be given the custody of her
hree thIldren.
By 1899 the countess' Interestall.
eruppi said, were so heavily cent-
wOmitied by the count's extravagant
eabits that it necessitated a family
awing in New York and the ap-
'ointment of a legal trustee. But the
Attic:titles regarding the money were
tneeitsing, and in ordei- to obtain
nails, the count pawned or sold at
idicnious prices the most coati) oh-
'tuts. When the countess povested,
he count abused her in the presence
it servants, and when she declined
o attach her signature to documents
is frequently pinched her and some-
emes struck her, tie first time being
our months after hhetr marriage.
In the course orthe pleading, M.
'ruppt protested against the "mall-
ions reports in regard to the coun-
ess' intentions" and announced that
he would leave Pram,. for America
tnmedietely after a divorce Is grant-
_ d her.
teteuAhni Atilietkahles
ye the first tweeter*, cited by eoun-
.el was that with e married woollen.
tosser:bed as "Madame A," la 1098.
elte correspondent* was conducted
!trough M. Moret, the count's sec-
leery. The countess accidentally Ma'
revered In the Castellane chateau a
nickel of love letters, and when she
troteeted the coin! itruck her. The
Guineas eventualh plated the let-
ere in the custmly or a lawyer.
M. Cruppi read passionate extracts
'rem one of toe love letters, fixing a
esndezvons at Dijon. It read:
"I am kissing you on the neck. Do
on feel it?" and so on. Counsel also
ratailed Masons with "Madame 13-
tnd "Madame C," whom the count
net in apartmehts which he rented
n different parts of Paris.
The countess was only twenty
ellen she was married in 1895, aad.
Maitre Cruppi asserted, the haphi-
noselef the honeymoon was Ilistthth-
,a on their Arrival in Paris by *e
-.mint's; demands for money. The
:ounteste income WAR then $700,000.
tad the count allowed her ISO pin
money.
Mrs. Austin's Pancake flours is
hest of all. A fresh supply now oh
-sand at your grocers.
Danville woman ntirs sued for di-
vorce -etre tsr,'.o-,ioW.
NOTICE!
Copy for our next di-
rectory will close Octo-
ber 30. All additions
and changes must be re-
ceived before this date.
You art commercially
lost if your name is not
listed,
East Tonnes-
e Telephone
Company
RATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
REPORT OF' JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW CON-
TRACT III TWF.EN THE CITY OF' PADUCAH AND THE PADUCAH
WATER COMPANY.
Owing to the fact that the contract
existing between the city of Paducah
and the iocal water company for fire
hydrants expires during the current
month it was incumbent upon the
the proposed contract of $96,630.
There is nothing contained In t,.
proposed contract changing the rights
of the city or those of the water com-
pany under the original franchise,
general counsel to negotiate for gust The city still retains the, right to pur-
service covering the remaining period chase the water company's plant at
'Welt th• franchise of the water the expiration of each five year period
company still has to run, to-wit: in ac- ordance Mill the terms of the
eighteen years. original franchise.
This committee has also compared
the rates contained in the proposed
contract with those in effect in 127
other cities for the same class of ser-
vice and finds the proposed rates low-
er than those paid by any of these
cities. The approximate average cost
per hydrant in the number of cities
•st.
mestommommunamillikamalni.
After several conferences between
the telet extra and water committee
and the ()Meer. of the water company
a Seale of rates for fire hydrants 0,:as
aereed 'upon by the committee and
the wetter company,. These rates
bate been embodied In a contract
*hitt will be submitted to the gen-
eral eounc or sash action as tbe mentioned aboVe is $48.
wisdom of that body may determitte.1 The rates referred to were submit-
It the proposed contract is favorably
acted upon by the general council,
It must be submitted to the votes of
the city at the text eleetloh and
iffirtnatively ratified by not less than file with this committee and anyone
two-thirLa of the vote theu cast upon desiring to verify the figures cop-
the question before , contract be-
tween the city' and the water com-
pany can be finally executed.
It is therefore worth while for the
voters of the city to carefully con-
sider the terms of the proposed con-
tract before casting their votes at the
coining election, and if it appears
that the eropueed contract is to the
advantage of the city, then to register
their approval thereof upon their bal.
In order that the voters may have
An opportunity to become fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract a CM** of the earne la
follows:
'submitted which reads as
"Section 1. That the City of Padu-
cah, Ky., agrees to rent arid does
hereto rent front Paducah Water
company, its suctessors and assigns,
four hundred and eleven (411)
double nozzle Ore hydrants nuw es-
tablished in said city for a period of
eighteen (18) years from the Palmate
and time approval of this ordinance.
after an election by the people as
hereinafter provided. The anneal
rental for each of said fire hydrants,
ehleh the city of Paducah hereby
(greee to pay for the first ten (10)
rears of said term, shall be twenty
1E10.00) dollars and the annual
rental for the remaining eight (9)
veers shall be fifteen ($16.00) dol-
atm, unless the wild city shall sooner
rarchase water compass's plant, with
six (G) per cent interest upon defer-
red payments. The payments of said
rentals shall be made as provided in
the original ordinance contract.
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water company, Its successors or as-
signs, as provided in the original or-
dinance contract 'during the said
eighteen years, shall be charged and
paid for as provided in section one
hereof: but at the expiration of ten
(10) years from the time this orde
tlance ehall have been finally ap-
proved as set out above, all the then
fire hydrants shall be charged aid
paid for at the uniform rate al above
provided and the contract therefor
aball expire at the end of the eighteen
Tears fixed in section one.
"Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effeceve It shall be sub-
mitted to a vote of the qualified
voters o! the city of Paducah. Ky.,
at the general election to tie held en
mid city on the 6th day of Neve/Wier,
1906, the said vote to be taken, lia the
manner and as provided by law for
the submitteion of public questions to ,
the voters of 'mid city
"Section 4. This ordinance shall
take effect and le In force from its
Passage approval itid ratification by
the qualified voters of the city of 'Pa-
(torah. Kr., and a written aceep a
of Its terms ad conditiOns by the
Paducah Water compahy tiled with
the terrir -at the city of Pad u c ah ,
Within ten (I)) days after the official
certificate of its approval at the P01)11-
lair election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has in:felled for the use of the
city 411 fire piegs, which tinder the
old contrast are rated and cost each
year as follows:
linhfire pings at $40.00...16,000.00
30 fire pings at $30.00... 900.00
231 tire Plugs at $.25.0')... 5,775.40
,Total $12,675.00
Under, the proposed contract this
same oteMice would cost the cite but
$8,226.00 for each of The first ten
years of the contract a raving upob
the nnmber of hydrants now installed
of $4,455.00 per annum and for the
ten year period a saving of $44,-
550.00.
For each of the last eight Years
which the franchise has to run, the
Cost for 411 hydrants teOuld be Ile
165, a saving to the city of $6,510
per annum or of $511,08`) for the
entire eight yeart of the fran-
chise. malting a iota) savieg to the
city hetweeh thee:IRMA& gobtract sad
ted by the local eater company and
this committee assume that the fig-
ures are correct. The list of the
cities with the rate paid In each is on
tallied therein may have the oppor-
tunity of doing so at any time.
It shoted also he borne in mind
that until a new contract is entered
into ')etween the city and the water
company, that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tain. The only alternatives offered
to escape front the old rites are
either to make a new contract or to
discontlutra the service, the latter, of
course, being epee impossible.
Therefore this committee has no
hesitation In recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the city of Paducah that the pro-
posed contract be ratified
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COM•
MITTEE,
Alkie AND VfOlfilli
viz Cos Sy e‘r emu
is I bO disaborsssAthiow"..'is-•
inhAusws se elsetwW4,.
....Ls', a In uses• jw.Wbfut•-
P.'•h•ft., Pshole‘t...2•1 sot sort!
UMIAK WIL pert or rot -ornlin
11111111W1,11 One Ilwfunfuls
AS a. nt Wirt ,u Ors uo we!
r.• pissed 
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OTT'S PENNYROYAL PhAAS-
Safe &rut votiolote, they
overcome w evacuees, In-
grown vligoir. piano.
No remedy equedts OIL
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
Said SR Druggists sod Dr. lions
Chesnut& Co.. Clevehun. Gat*
Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins.
is most eases aro direct reunite of
WEAK KIDNEIFI and INFLAM
NATION OF THE BLADDER
The strain on the Kidneys and it
Gunk membranes lining the rec4
of the Bladder producing thee
pain*.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
:GLOBES
WILL CURE II
Two doses give relief, and one box
will ears any ordinary cam of Kid
hay or Bladder trouble. Removes
• V e 1 CUTS. th.betes, Seminal
*missions, Weak and Lame Back,
lieumatism and all irregularities I
a the Kidneys and Bladder in both
mien and women. Sold at 50 unto
• box on the No CUTS No Pay basis
by Merherson's drug store, Fourth
aid Broadway, sole agents far Pa-
or sent by mail apes receipt
of pries' to lark Medicine Oa, Lou-
isville, Ky.
-**4
GIFTS
For wedding, anniversary or
birthday in fine Silverware
is a life-long possession. We
are showing at present some
new and very handsome de-
signs in Table Silver, Hand-
Painted China, Cut Glass,
at prices that will interest
you,
A 10 per cent discount for
the next 10 days.
Official clock adjuster for
the goveinment
J. L. Wanner
Jevheelear rind Optician
tIl tressvoy Padua, in
New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering
at-
Sanderson & Co.'s
428 Bradway. Phote 1513.
.41111•11111111111att1.
EVANSVILLE.. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated )
Illemseville and Paducah Packet&
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Eeane
vele and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now on ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
beat. Table unsurpassed.
STEAMER Declt FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
.andings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily ex-
wilt Sunday. Special excublon rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cain
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
8. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent nr
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
!DV le r-Cru m ba ugh & Co's Gass.
Both phones No, 33.
*tr. WWII MID 1114SNAIMIEN
RIVER PAOK/PE COISPIAXIL
FOR TAINNIESSIIE RIVER.
-.4...yeelAri.' •
STEAMER CLYDE
Lasso Palliscah for Tennessee Kassa
Every Wednesday at 4
A. W. WRIGHT 
EUGENE ROELNEON
p. in.
Mast*.
.Cletek
This company lb not responsible
tor invoice charges unison collected
ay the clerk of the boat.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE Tbis LUNGS 
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
ONSLMPTION Pees
FOR 0UGH6 aid 5.0c 5,$l.0O
LOS Free Trial.
Surest ..ed Qteckest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
IEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Batley, Prop.
METROPOLIS. DLL,
New eat and best hotel in the city
elites f2-0o, Two large sample
ooms, Bath rooms Blectric
ighte. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
turaorciat Pitman Wicked.
Henry Mamma, Jr.
imove4 Is nil aid Iestacky
Hook Binding, Hank Work, L,eg•
T Work stostrisJee
DR. HOYER
Deem 209 Frate -eity &aiding.
Office heel 331-11 assilesce elute 111
Anil L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCR
Telephones: Office, 369; Residence, ys
TNSUKANCE.
DRAUGHON'S
,Z4/#4146
(Inc ir.porattmt.)
-rana.311-1115 Oteasm, ase IUOVftll
2T eolleges ta 1.11. Mateo. poste:Ione Re
cored et meaty 11111,13RbUTI 51.0 teerh
Nam, catalogs* will musters volt 14.51
no rseettwes It rat: *ST. call or sena ur
pAxpte tempt
Off
of
Broadway
With different methods
less expense, lower
prices than Broadway
stores with Broadway ex-
penses and Broadway
methods.
at.
TEM P,AMTCATI EVENING SUN
HARBOUR'S SEVENTH FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TOMORROW
Tell it to your neighbors. It will be a closing out bargaia sale of mach that's wantad right now. Extraordinary low prices will be put upon all small lots, broken assortments and
short lengths made by our big selling the past week. These Friday sal.ta are all sales of extraordinary bargains. If you don't get them you don't oome for them. If you come and
' don't get them you don't ask for them.' Remember, this is one store not employing sino.rth, oily. slick salespeople to sell you go ids you don't quite want, uor perhaps need. It's
positively against this store's rules for any salesperson to urge to buy. If the goods don't appeal to your bvvu intelligence you are not made to believe, nor are you persuaded, that
they are the nearest thing for your purposes to be had. Courtesy-, liberality and respect for your wish-s are to be maintained by every salespers in kept here. Don•t blame the store,
don't blame the salespeople, but if you don't buy here blame your own intelligence for not comparing our merchandise, value for value, price for price, with the merchant you buy of.
A GRAND ARRAY OF woltex.s
coATs, scrm, SKIRTS & PCBS
Special offetings of an unusual
character. All that is smart and sty-
lish. At prices only possible in this
store.
NValking Skirts on sale tomorrow
(Friday) at a fourth, a third and a
half off.
Friday prices on Coat Suits down
to $2 95 along to $20. but only to-
morrow (Friday.) )
Women's Heavy White Merceriz-
ed Waists $1.00 values. Friday prices
35e. Broken lots of Frenoh Flannel
and other Wool Waists that were
up to $2. Friday prices 50c.
FRIDAY PRICF.14 IN THE NEWEST
AND REST DBMS GOODS.
SmIngs of a fourth to a third on
many of the most fashionable fab-
rics.
16e Danish Cloths Friday price
17 1-2c a yard.
25c Danish Cloths Friday price
20e a yard.
One table of sof, Dress Goods. Fri-
day price 35c a yard.
One table of 50c Dress Goods, Fri-
day price 39c a yard.
One table of $1 Drees Goods, Fri-
day price 89c a yard. •
One table of $1 Dress Goods, Fri-
day price 89e a yara.
Remnants at half to three-fourths
off of regular price.
10c Flannelettes, Friday price
7 1-2e a yard.
10c Southern Dress Gingham, Fri-
day price De a yard.
10c Cotton Batting, Friday price
1-21e.
Children's Union Suit-', Friday
price 19c.
$1.00 Corsets, Friday price 89c a
pair.
$1.00 Kid Gloves, reenter lengths,
Friday price 85c a pair.
50c Zephyr Shawls, Friday price
See.
15c Ribbed Hose, Girls', Boys',
and Women's Friday pries 13 1-2c
a pair.
A GREAT FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE
OF SHOES.
The best values, the greatest bar-
gains, ever offered in Shoes for the
whole family will be on sale on our
big Shoe Balconies tomorrow (Fri-
day.)
Women's solid leather Dongola
Kid Shoes, Friday price 95c a pair.
The famous La France $3, $3.50
and $4 00 fine Shoes for women will
be in tomorrow's sale at Friday bar-
gain prices.
Harbour's Department Store 0
Exclusive But Inexpensive
Clothes for Your Boy
JUDICIOUS profusion of newest mosiels. ex-
- I hibiting modish style touches and little niceties
of finish that will delight narents who have heretofore
found the satisfactory attiring of the small but strenu-
ous son a problem of perplexing complexity.
Eminently practical and surprisingly durable apparel
for lads of 21 to years, yet possessing also that
ineffable elegance which only a clever combination- of
faultless fabrics and highest artistic skill can invert.
'hessian Blouse Suits -2% 
d 
tot. Al 50 to 1 10 00
Sailor Sult4-51O 12 years ..._ - 2 50 to 10 00
Norfolk .ulta- 14 to 16 years ...—.. 3 50 to 12 00
Double-Breasted Blootoltri tit 3 50 to 12 00
Donnie- Breasted Knee 
e 
ta Suits . 2 00 to 10 00
Russan Blouse Overcoats-2'4 to 8 3 60 to 12 50
Overcoats-ages 10 to le years ._._......_. 2 60 to 18 00
Blouse Waists-ages 6 to 15 rein 1 00
Windsor Ties --all colors .... Itfie and bOc
Tam O'Santers- all colors 50c to 400
Don't fall to see the line of Indestructible suits for the
boy. Just the thine for school wear.
Pair Extension Roller Skates With 03.00 Suit
and Upward.
CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
Oiauber's Stable.
We are ready for all Mode of hauling.
TI f molt 449
Gay Monte,. Le. Vanes.. 4r. bf Neare. Riehalinsr
White Ambulance for ilea sad Intweed Only. 
GUY NANCE etc SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Now Phone 334.• Old Phone 699
Op." Day and Night.
•
ATTELL WINS
WHIPS RAKER, OF' FRISCO IN
TWENTY ROUNDS
Young Featherweight Makes Good
shoe lag Bust lie Becomes
Hysterical.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. I.—In one
of the fastest fights ever men in this
city, Abe Attell. of San Francisco,
won the decision over Harry Baker,
of the same city. The limit was 110
rounds, and both lads traveled the
licence at a merry pace Baker put
tip a sToDg detente. against the clev-
er Attell, but the latter was a bit too
clever for him. Toward the end Ba
ker grew somewhat tired, and was
apparently a bit winded at the end.
but still able to hold his own and
was fighting like an Indian when the
bell Pounded.
Baker's showing eves him a b18
boost in the fighting game. He is a
young lad and has made only about
three professional fights in his es-t
reer as a pugilist. 'Well, on the oth-
er hand is an old bead at the game
and has whipped nearly all of the
best featherweights of the day.
Attell, In this bout, defended his
title of featherweight charnplon,and
the diamond belt he won from Fran
his Neil.
It was a contest between two n'
the cievereet fighters In the world
While the crowd objected in a mo.•
boisterous; manner there was no
question but that Atte!i had the
shade. Attell had the wisest head,
and displayed better infighting abili-
ties. Baker's Most effective punches
were straight lefts to the face, while
Attell used the left for the face, sad
at close quarters hammered Bake?*
body with the right.
In the Nue:Ind rounj Atte': went t,
the floor from the effects of a high'
blow, while off his balance. In lbi
tenth round, in a hot mix-up tb,
boys went through the ropes an
with the:r feet inside the ring an
the upper part of their bodies out
side they kept at It, hammer and
tongs. M the end of the fifteenth
and nineteenth rounds the boys were
in a hot mix-up and refused to !stop
Ighting at the gong until torn apart
by Referee Robinson and their see
Inds. They fought viciously during
he last few rounds.
When the referee awarded the de-
'futon to Attell, Baker fell forward
3n the door Of the rine hysterical
from disappointment. His friends in
the crowd hissed and hooted and
made a violent demonstration.
kHAEFER BEATS HOPPE.
TIalt1more, Nov. 1 - Jacob Schae-
fer last night won the first half of a
940-Point 19-2 billiard match from
Willie Hoppe, securing his 500th
point in his 22rd inning. Hoppe's
score was 225. Schaefer's high run
was 93, Hoppe's 55. The remaining
40(1 points will be played tonight
and the final winner of the match
will meet George Sutton in a 500-
point 18-1 match on Wednesday
night.
San Frans:Men Sufferer,
Dave Bullard is the name of a
Confedernte veteran fresh from the
scenes of the San Francisco disaster,
and he applied today to Mayor Tel-
ser for traneportatien to Union City,
where he has friends. He was strand'
d in Kansas en route home. !suffer-
ing from rheumatism, and it requir-
;d many weeks to reach Kentucky,
which he calls "God's country."
"Great news!" cried Jack, excited-
: y, "What Is it?" a,Ited his ;omen
May, "I'm going to Merry Vera
Koy." "Palmeri That's not news.
She asked me a month ago If I'd he
her bridesmaid."--- Milwaukee Sen-
tinel.
fT WAJ
baCOvERED Any
iftflY TIMC A/VO Afor
` YE* fACIfy
rtif PI BURG COAL 0. PADUCAH. -
-- OFf ICE BROADWAY
TELEPHONES p4'3
Facts That Cannot Be Denied
Whet, you buy Pittsburg Coal you get
bigger bushels, hettrr coal ard the most
coal. Every load weighed by a sworn
weigher and certified to be c )rrect. Every
lump is of superior quality and dig by
skilled union millers. It hol is fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate, no
dirt, no sulphur, no waste and no bad odor
in the house fr m bkvil.,nirtig it Our Pita-
burg Coal gives satiNectitin and you get
value received for your money. Let Hs
quote you prices
PITTSBURG COAL CO.
Office 126 Broadway, Both Phones No 3
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, Manager.
NO COAL PANIC
With
Bradley Bros.
Telephone 339
Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN
•
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Men's line Patent Leather $3.
13.50, $4.00 and $6.00 Shoes will
Pe In the Friday bargain sale at spe-
cial prices. The whole Shoe Stock
will contribute to this Friday Bar-
gain Sale.
THE CLOTHING DEPARTMENT.
Has special under-pricings for to-
morrow (Friday) on Men's Suits,
Boys' Snits, Overcoats. Underwear,
Hats, Caps, Gloves Pants, Overalls,
Jumpers, Socks, Suit Cases and doz-
ens of other things in addition to the
great money saving prices we make
you every day in the week compar-
ed with Broadway prices.
,aue
Great Sale
of Elegant
Millinery
tit t
The finest, the best, the
newest arriving daily.
Every price means a sav-
ing. Nothing like it in
Broadway stores with
Broadway expenses.
North Third Street
HALF SQUAKE FROM BR.OADWAY
YOU W IkKHAR.D
FOR YOUR MONEY
When you buy clothes you want the best obtainable
for the price you can afford to pay - exactly what we
offer and we'll appreciate the lavor of an opportunity
to prove it.
Back of all' the style, grin*, exclusiveness and author-
itrtiv • correctness that identifies our consummate ap-
parel is staunch, honest, sterling quality that emphat-
ically acclaims it worth every dollar paid—and more.
a particularly illustrious example of unxe-
cellable merit, note the faultlessly correct elotltes
we offer at $7.50 to $15. Further evidenoe will
superflous.
Yet We do not limit our efforts to this price, but are
e •er ready to as satisfactorily serve you between
$15. and $45.
Subscribe for THE SUN and get the new
while it is news.
•
